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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT & CEO

COME TOGETHER

JIM KAITZ, PRESIDENT & CEO

Dear AFP Members,

There’s nothing like thousands of colleagues 

gathering in one city, in one building, over the course 

of four days to boost your professional knowledge.

That’s what happened in October in San 

Diego. Thousands of treasury and finance peers 

convened in the San Diego Convention Center to 

discuss, deliberate and perhaps even debate the 

biggest challenges of the day. It’s why the AFP 

Annual Conference is truly the biggest event in 

treasury and finance.

Now, I know what you’re thinking. You probably 

think the rest of this column will be about new 

technology. But there was so much more on tap at 

AFP 2017. 

There were payments professionals grappling 

with the faster payments initiative. Senior 

executives confronting leadership and staff 

development responsibilities. FP&A practitioners 

searching for answers about the changing 

nature of forecasts and budgets. Treasury staff 

pursuing banking, investing and retirement plans. 

Younger attendees seeking guidance. Experienced 

attendees seeking new skills. And, yes, everybody 

was talking about technology.

Everything is being disrupted. Everyone is 

being challenged. Every day.

But the daunting future doesn’t seem so bad 

when you can commiserate with thousands of 

your peers. When we come together as we did in 

San Diego—as we do every year—we can lean on 

each other for support. More important, we can 

learn from each other. And we can learn from 

some of the brightest minds in the profession 

and beyond. 

There’s more good news. AFP is launching 

a new event in March to provide another 

learning and networking opportunity for finance 

professionals. FinNext will take place March 18-20 

in San Francisco. You can read an interview with 

the keynote speaker, Dan Gardner, in this issue 

on page 28.  There’s more information at 

www.FinNext.org. 

Whether you attend FinNext in March or AFP 

2018 next November, rest assured the Association 

for Financial Professionals—and all your peers—

are eager to help you navigate your career path. 

Sincerely,

Jim Kaitz

President and CEO
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New student-friendly options for disbursing  
financial aid funds
Business officers at colleges and universities have more payment choices 
today when disbursing federal financial aid funds to their students. 
To move to safer and more efficient disbursement practices, schools 
are wise to investigate new, innovative electronic payment methods 
that reflect student preferences. This paper reviews two disbursement 
alternatives that schools have when managing Title IV Higher Education 
Act student aid.

A move to electronic payments 
Similar to many other businesses and government agencies, institutions 
of higher education are seeking ways to make their operations 
more efficient and secure while targeting higher levels of customer 
satisfaction. This has led to a focus on migrating to electronic payment 
methods, including when making payments to students.

Recent U.S. Department of Education amendments to Title IV Higher 
Education Act cash management regulations have placed a spotlight 
on one area of student payments in particular, the disbursement of 
federal financial aid funds, such as Pell Grants, federal scholarship and 
student loan dollars. Colleges and universities receive these funds from 
the federal government and then, after applying a portion for direct 
expenses such as tuition, disburse them to their students. Over the years, 
some schools have implemented electronic options for making these 
disbursements, including direct deposit to student checking or savings 
accounts. 

However, today there are some alternative, student-friendly options  
to consider beyond traditional Automated Clearing House (ACH)  
funds transfers.

Below we provide an overview of two such options — prepaid cards  
and alias-based payments. 

Prepaid card 
For a college or university, one of the key advantages of any electronic 
payment method is that it’s less expensive than the past default practice 
of making payments to students by check. The average internal costs 
associated with making an electronic payment can be $1 or less per 
transaction, compared to $3 to $6 —  and sometimes much higher —  
for issuing a paper check.1

As one of the electronic payment options for Title IV financial aid 
disbursements, prepaid cards can offer both lower costs and other 
advantages. For one thing, prepaid card is the only alternative that 
does not require the student financial aid recipient to have a bank 
account. That’s important, because some students are unbanked,  
they may have a bank account that does not provide local access,  
or they are uncomfortable providing their account information to  
the bursar’s office. 

According to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., 13% of those 15 to 
24 years of age in U.S. households were unbanked in 2015.2 Unbanked 
students are unable to receive their Title IV payments through ACH direct 
deposit, and therefore, absent a prepaid card option, generally must 
accept a paper check. This results in added cost and inconvenience for 
students when converting their financial aid into liquid funds.

Unbanked students may rely on costly check cashing services to cash 
their financial aid checks. And since financial aid payments are generally 
made in lump sums at the beginning of the semester, they also need to 
find ways to safely store the funds for access throughout the semester.

Even those students with a bank account may find a Title IV prepaid 
card to be less costly than a checking account from their hometown 
bank. Non-local bank accounts may come with costs to access funds 
through out-of-network ATMs on or near campus. In addition, many 
bank accounts assess monthly maintenance fees unless a minimum 
balance is maintained or the account holder receives consistent 
monthly direct deposits.

A financial aid prepaid card can help students avoid some of 
these issues. They need not take time to cash their checks or pay 
check-cashing fees. Unlike a check, the funds can remain in the prepaid 
card account throughout the semester, and if the card is lost or stolen, 
students are protected.3 With the amended Department of Education 
Title IV regulations, students can be assured they will have free and 

reasonably convenient access to their funds on the prepaid card when 
they are on or near campus.

To issue a prepaid card to the student, all a school needs is the student’s 
name, address and one or two additional pieces of information for security 
purposes, such as a social security or telephone number.

How the new rules impact prepaid card
The amended Department of Education regulations that went into 
effect in July 2016 establish specific rules and prohibitions on how 
higher education institutions may use prepaid or debit cards for the 
disbursement of Title IV financial aid funds. Schools considering using 
prepaid cards as a method of disbursing such funds need to educate 
themselves about these rules.

The alias-based payment option
Another cost-effective alternative for making electronic disbursements of 
Title IV financial aid funds that schools should consider is an alias-based 
payment. Most students carry a mobile phone or computing device with 
them 24/7. Alias-based payments — at Bank of America Merrill Lynch we 
call our offering “Digital Disbursements” — enable a college or university 
to send Title IV funds to a student using either a mobile phone number 
or email address. The funds are deposited directly into the student’s 
designated account.

The payments are referred to as “alias-based” because the phone 
number or email address acts as an alias or identifier that’s linked 
to the student’s actual bank account information. Unlike with an 
ACH payment, the higher education institution doesn’t have all the 
administrative work of updating and maintaining critical bank account 
information, nor the associated data breach risks.

Digital Disbursements are made in partnership with ZelleSM (previously 
called clearXchange), a payment network founded by Bank of America 
and some of the nation’s other leading financial institutions.4 The 
registry maintains a digital catalog of consumer mobile phone 
numbers and email addresses, along with corresponding bank account 
information. Once a student receives a Digital Disbursements text or 
email and registers, the network is able to deposit those funds into 
the appropriate student bank account.

To receive financial aid funds through Digital Disbursements, a student 
must use a checking or savings account domiciled with a U.S.-based bank 
and register with Zelle or a bank that participates in Zelle. Registration is 
a fairly simple process. 

In addition to being well received by mobile-savvy students, Digital 
Disbursements, like prepaid cards, are more secure and less expensive 
than checks. They are deposited directly into designated accounts, and 
in most cases, the funds are available in minutes or as soon as the next 
business day — avoiding delays associated with mailing a check to the 
wrong address.5

Digital Disbursements help schools exceed  
the Department of Education’s speed of  
settlement requirements.

Responding to innovative new options
A best practice in treasury management these days is giving customers 
options so they can choose their preferred method of accepting 
payments. Institutions of higher education can do just that for their 
students by offering the emerging electronic payment methods 
discussed here.

By offering both prepaid card and alias-based payment (Digital 
Disbursements) options for disbursing financial aid funds, schools  
can meet the needs of both students without bank accounts and 
those who prefer to manage as many financial transactions as 
possible using their mobile phones or laptops.

To learn more about Title IV financial aid disbursement alternatives, 
contact your Bank of America Merrill Lynch relationship manager or 
treasury management sales representative.

Electronic payments

$1or less

Paper check

$3-$6 or more

Average internal costs per transaction1

of 15- to 24-year-olds
in U.S. households
were unbanked in 20152

Registering students to accept Digital 
Disbursements

 �Registering students to accept Digital Disbursements payments 
is as secure as it is fast, and the higher education institution 
never sees students’ critical account information.

 �A link directs students to a web page with a list of banks. 
Clicking on their bank directs students to their institution’s 
online banking, where they use their normal online banking login 
credentials and complete the registration process. If their bank is 
not shown, students are directed to click on the “My bank isn’t 
listed” link and will visit the Zelle website, where they are asked 
to establish a username and password and provide a few fields 
of data to register. 

 �Both registration processes provide students with an 
authentication code to their email address or phone, and they 
will need to enter this code to complete the registration process. 
Once students are registered, they are immediately ready to 
receive funds directly into their designated account.

The power to—

expand e-payment choices
Days
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wrong address.5

Digital Disbursements help schools exceed  
the Department of Education’s speed of  
settlement requirements.

Responding to innovative new options
A best practice in treasury management these days is giving customers 
options so they can choose their preferred method of accepting 
payments. Institutions of higher education can do just that for their 
students by offering the emerging electronic payment methods 
discussed here.

By offering both prepaid card and alias-based payment (Digital 
Disbursements) options for disbursing financial aid funds, schools  
can meet the needs of both students without bank accounts and 
those who prefer to manage as many financial transactions as 
possible using their mobile phones or laptops.

To learn more about Title IV financial aid disbursement alternatives, 
contact your Bank of America Merrill Lynch relationship manager or 
treasury management sales representative.

Electronic payments

$1or less

Paper check

$3-$6 or more

Average internal costs per transaction1

of 15- to 24-year-olds
in U.S. households
were unbanked in 20152

Registering students to accept Digital 
Disbursements

 �Registering students to accept Digital Disbursements payments 
is as secure as it is fast, and the higher education institution 
never sees students’ critical account information.

 �A link directs students to a web page with a list of banks. 
Clicking on their bank directs students to their institution’s 
online banking, where they use their normal online banking login 
credentials and complete the registration process. If their bank is 
not shown, students are directed to click on the “My bank isn’t 
listed” link and will visit the Zelle website, where they are asked 
to establish a username and password and provide a few fields 
of data to register. 

 �Both registration processes provide students with an 
authentication code to their email address or phone, and they 
will need to enter this code to complete the registration process. 
Once students are registered, they are immediately ready to 
receive funds directly into their designated account.

The power to—

expand e-payment choices
Days

WP-11-17-0096.indd   All Pages 11/14/17   3:20 PM
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Planning 
for failure 
is necessary 
for FP&A

BRYAN LAPIDUS, FP&A

Safe
Fail

continued on page 12

A critical component of FP&A’s job description 
is decision support around investments, 
partnerships, and other initiatives. We 

study the financial impact, strategic alignment, and 
operational synergies to select projects that will help 
achieve the goals of the enterprise, and projects that 
do not add value are de-prioritized. After all our study 
and research, some initiatives will not work out. 

And that is okay. And, increasingly, management 
thinks so too. 

The view of project failures in the corporate 
world is changing, driven by numerous forces. 
The move towards a service and digital economy 
means that companies often can start and test 
ideas using relatively less capital than in previous 
generations, improving the risk/return calculation 
for experimentation. In manufacturing, advances like 
three-dimensional printing and computer aided design 
shorten the time and reduce the cost of testing. The 
advent of big data provides more information that can 
be mined or simulated. And there are cultural changes 
as well that encourage risk taking and accept failure as 
a necessary step. In Silicon Valley, there’s a saying: You 
can’t get funding for a new venture without at least 
one good failure.

FP&A FORESIGHTS
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FP&A FORESIGHTS continued

The implication for FP&A, and our 
organizations overall, is that we need to know 
how to handle failure as a routine part of our 
business. So how should we plan for failure? 
Here is a guide to get started:

Portfolio approach
A portfolio approach is perhaps the best 

way to guide FP&A’s thinking about failure. 
In other words, separate “committed” and 
“experimental” capital spend; what must 
give a positive return versus what is in the 
experimentation side.

The nature of being in business is accepting 
risk. Companies take and generate capital, 
then allocate that capital to satisfy a market 
need. In finance, we call this risk capital for 
a reason. There is the danger that we do 
not execute on our plans for any number 
of reasons: a competitor out-maneuvers us, 
customers choose a different solution, our 
pricing is wrong, our quality or service is poor, 
we cannot deliver to market, or regulations 
change. The danger of failure is part of the 
equation. Given how much easier it is to 
test ideas today, the danger is less but the 
opportunity remains greater. Therefore, we 
should be testing more often. 

of the portfolio may be allowed to be more 
speculative, a chance to experiment, take risks 
and push the envelope of capabilities. FP&A 
should separate these two buckets and apply 
different standards of evaluation. The goal is 
that the overall portfolio returns acceptable 
financial and operational goals. Venture capital 
often works this way; two in 10 investments 
may hit, but that means the other eight fail.

One way to pursue projects is a top-down, 
centralized approach where an opportunity 
is studied by experts and researched, then a 
plan is formed and executed. An alternative 
approach is to pursue many paths simultan-
eously and see which yields the best results. 

For example, Unilever wanted to build 
a new sprayer to improve their detergent 
manufacturing. They began with the top-down 
approach and studied the fluid dynamics 
and built prototypes but could not design an 
effective tool. Then they pursued an iterative 
process. They built 10 different nozzles and 
chose the one that worked best. They then 
made 10 iterations of that winner and chose 
the best performing one from that set. They 
continued this through 45 generations. They 
admit that they are not sure why it works, but 
are pleased with the outcome.

For FP&A, a strategy of multiple small bets 
will entail many failures in pursuit of success. In 
creating this business case, it is best to bundle 
all the bets into a single expense and evaluate 
the project in its entirety. 

The philosophy of agile software development 
has become embedded in many different 
areas: build a component, get immediate client 
feedback (testing), adjust and move on to the 
next sprint or work segment. This can be a 
guide for FP&A as well. Rather than committing 
capital in large blocks, assess projects at 
multiple stages to determine whether the 
investment is proceeding as it should. What 
adjustments should be made? Should we 
continue with the project? Management guru 
Tom Peters had a mantra for this feedback 
loop: “Test fast, fail fast, adjust fast.” Finance can 
adopt this outlook as well.

“It is important to distinguish between 
productive and unproductive failures,” 
said Amy Edmondson, an economist and 
professor at Harvard Business School. “Simply 

“For FP&A, a strategy of multiple small bets 
will entail many failures in pursuit of success. 
In creating this business case, it is best to 
bundle all the bets into a single expense and 
evaluate the project in its entirety.”

Many eggs, many baskets 
It is important to understand your company’s 

risk appetite for its investments and then 
project that onto the portfolio of opportunities. 
A portfolio approach allows for a diversity 
of investments that pursue different goals 
of the enterprise. Some investments are not 
allowed to miss. For example, implementing 
an e-commerce platform or building a deep-
water oil drilling platform. A different section 
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embracing failure would be as silly as ignoring 
it.” Investments need to yield something of 
value for the organization, whether that is 
financial, understanding, or other insight. 
The investment process can insure this by 
documenting what was gained all projects, 
successful or not. For failures, these learnings 
are even more valuable so that you can 
recoup something from your investment. 

To do this, all projects require a post-
mortem analysis or after-action review to 
gather learnings and improve organizational 
efficiencies. Going a step further, when 
building the business case, include a section 
about what the expected business learnings 
would be in the event of failure. Think of it as 
estimating the salvage value to an asset, or 
de-risking the investment.

Perhaps my Little League baseball coach 
put it best: “If you are not getting dirty, you 
are not trying.” Of course, it is easier to say 
that failures are a part of the game, and that 
it is permissible to simply end a project and 
move on to the next one. The truth is that 
the typical corporate culture sees failure as a 
potential career-limiting event that can tarnish 
your reputation.

© 2017 BOK Financial Corporation. Services provided by BOKF, NA. Member FDIC. BOKF, NA is a subsidiary of BOK Financial Corporation.
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918.588.6448  |  www.bokfinancial.com

To change this culture and allow failure 
requires leaders to publicly embrace the ethos 
that failure is a necessary partner to success. 
One example of how to do this comes from X, 
the idea factory at Alphabet, Google’s parent 
company. At X, a division president lauded 
a team who determined that their project 
would not work and decided to end the 
effort. He brought the team up on stage at a 
town hall meeting and said, “They completed 
their project. It failed to produce what they 
expected. But congratulations, we are giving 
you a bonus, sending you on vacation, and will 
give you a new project when you get back.” 

In other words, failure is acceptable, even 
desirable, when the work is good and knowledge 
is gained. To continue with a project once you 
realize it will not produce desired outcomes? 

That would truly be a failure.

Bryan Lapidus, FP&A, is a contributing consultant and author 
to the Association for Financial Professionals. Reach him at 
BLapidus@AllegianceAG.com.

For additional insights on FP&A, subscribe to the AFP monthly 
newsletter, FP&A in Focus.



RISK COLUMN

New choices for hedgers 
using forwards and options

Preference State Your

continued on page 16

New accounting procedures may now be 
elected that will likely serve to dampen 
reported earnings volatility for many 

companies that hedge with forward contracts or 
options and, crucially, apply special hedge accounting.

What does “special hedge accounting” mean, and why 
is it so important? When derivative contracts are used 
as hedges, they’re generally intended to mitigate the 
earnings impact of some associated hedged item. And 
with this orientation, it makes sense to reflect the two 
earnings effects, i.e., those of the derivative and those of 
the hedged item, in the same earnings reporting period. 
Special hedge accounting delivers this outcome, thus 
reflecting the economic intent of the hedge. Without 
hedge accounting, in most situations the two earnings 
effects would be reported in different accounting periods 
making the intent of the hedge less transparent.

Unfortunately, hedge accounting is not automatic. 
Applying it requires satisfying a number of 
prerequisites, one of which is demonstrating to the 
satisfaction of your auditor that the intended hedge is 
expected to be “highly effective” in offsetting the risk 
being hedged. This concept of offset is critical, and 
it’s also problematic for forward hedges and option 
hedges. That is, for economically well-functioning 
forward contract hedges and option hedges, changes 
in these contract values often won’t offset the risks 
being hedged.

IRA KAWALLER

14  I  AFP Exchange Winter 2017
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RISK COLUMN continued

All-in-one hedge
Consider the case of an all-in-

one hedge, where the company 
enters into a forward contract that 
obligates the firm to take delivery 
of a commodity or currency 
at some future value date, at a 
stipulated forward price. This hedge 
unambiguously locks in the forward 
price for the hedger, thereby 
eliminating any price uncertainty. 
Economically, it’s a perfect hedge.

As a rule, prior to the forward’s 
expiration date, a forward price 
will almost certainly differ from 
today’s spot price, i.e., the price 
that would be required to buy that 
commodity and take possession 
imminently, But, as shown in the 
accompanying figure, forward (F) 
and spot (S) prices will converge 
as of the forward’s expiration date. 
Given this property of convergence, 
it should be clear that over the 
holding period of the forward 
contract, the spot price change (Se – 
So) will differ from the forward price 
change (Fe - Fo), with the difference 
being equal to the starting forward 
point amount. Unless addressed 
appropriately in the hedge 
documentation, this imperfect 
offset could jeopardize the capacity 
to apply hedge accounting despite 

$50 by the intended purchase 
date, this hedger would allow the 
option to expire (or else liquidate 
the contract) and stand to enjoy 
an effective price that would be 
cheaper than $50. 

In this example, the option’s 
intrinsic value is $2—the beneficial 
difference between the strike price 
and the spot price of the widgets 
from the point of view of the 
option buyer. With time remaining 
until expiration, the overall price of 
the option would be at least this 
intrinsic value, and then some. In 
this example, if the full option price 
were $3 when initially purchased, 
the intrinsic value would have been 
$2, and the time value would have 
been the residual $1.  

Ultimately, when an option expires, 
the time value will erode to $0, and 
the option will have a terminal value 
equal to its intrinsic value. Continuing 
with the example, if the price of 
widgets were to rise to, say, $55 by 
the time the option reaches expiry, 
the option would end up having a 
terminal (intrinsic) value equal to $5. 
The change in the spot price over 
that time would be $3 (= $55 - $52), 
while the change in the full option 
price change would be $2 (= $5 - 
$3)—an imperfect offset. 

FASB allows reporting entities 
to untie these Gordian knots—the 
seeming accounting ineffectiveness 
while these instruments are perform-
ing as intended, economically—by 
permitting forward point and option 
time values to be excluded from the 
assessment of hedge effectiveness. 
This semantic election is often 
sufficient to allow the hedger to 
assert that the offsets are highly 
effective, thus permitting hedge 
accounting. Without this election 
that conclusion would not hold. 

Returning to the forward hedge 
example, by stating in the hedge 

Source: Kawaller & Co.

the fact that this hedge perfectly 
locks in the original forward price on 
the forward contract. 

In a similar vein, an option having 
the same underlying asset as the 
exposure being hedged might also 
provide a perfect economic hedge, 
assuring that the effective, all-in 
price (inclusive of hedge results) 
will be no worse than the option 
strike price, plus or minus the price 
paid for the option—plus if the 
hedge is a call option designed to 
protect a purchase price, minus if 
it’s a put option designed to protect 
a sales price. 

With options, it’s important to 
understand that the price of an 
option can be composed of two 
components: the intrinsic value and 
the time value. Consider the case 
of the right to buy widgets (i.e., a 
call option) at a strike price of $50, 
when widgets are selling at $52 in 
the spot market. With this hedge in 
place, no matter how high the price 
of widgets might reach in the spot 
market as of the time the purchase 
is required, the hedger is assured 
that his/her worst case would be 
buying the widgets at the strike 
price of $50, plus the initial cost 
of the option. On the other hand, 
if the price of widgets falls below 

Figure 1: Forward Points

Price

Time

Forward Points = F - S

continued on page 18
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RISK COLUMN continued

documentation that forward 
points would be excluded from the 
hedge effectiveness assessment, 
the company can compare spot 
price changes for both the hedged 
item and the hedging derivative. 
This offset would be perfect when 
hedging a currency exposure 
with a derivative with a common 
currency denomination or if hedging 
a commodity component. Not 
so, however, when hedging a full 
commodity price with a derivative, 
when a non-constant basis applies 
to the commodity price. In this 
case, satisfying some additional 
quantitative test would be necessary 
to qualify for hedge accounting.

Returning, again, to the option 
example, excluding time value 
effects allows the comparison of 
the change in the spot price for 
prices above $50 (i.e., $55 - $52 
= $3) to changes in the option’s 
intrinsic value (i.e., $5 - $2 = $3). 
As before, this election, by itself, 
would likely be sufficient to allow 
for hedge accounting for certain 
hedges, but not necessarily all.

and intrinsic value—to be deferred 
initially though other comprehensive 
income (OCI) and later reclassified 
to earnings coincidently with the 
earnings impact of the hedged item. 

The guidance thus allows for 
two alternative ways of accounting 
for forward points or option time 
values. When these amounts are 
excluded from hedge effectiveness 
assessments, the excluded 
amounts are recognized in earnings 
throughout the horizon of the 
hedge. Without adopting this 
election, forward points and/or time 
value effects could be concentrated 
and reflected in earnings at or after 
the date the hedge terminates, in 
the period (or periods for caps and 
floor hedges) in which the hedged 
item affects profits. Conceivably, 
then, the exclusion method allows 
for spreading these earnings effects 
from forward points or time values 
over many accounting periods, 
albeit with some degree of income 
volatility, while the alternative 
approach concentrates the 
earnings recognition is the period in 
which the deferred gains or losses 
are reclassified.

In the pre-amendment world, 
many hedgers preferred not 
to exclude forward points or 
option time values from their 
assessment of hedge effectiveness 
largely because of an aversion 
to unintended earnings volatility 
during the hedge horizon. With 
the amended standard, however, 
FASB instituted a change that will 
likely alter the calculus. Specifically, 
the new rules now permit the 
allowable excluded items (forward 
point effects and option time value 
effects) to be accounted for in any 
“systematic and rational method” 
devised by the reporting entity. 
For most, this new allowance likely 
means that companies will choose 
to exclude forward point and/

Amended guidance
In the pre-amended accounting 

guidance, those who made this 
election in cash flow hedging 
situations had been required to 
recognize the gains or losses on 
these excluded items in current 
income on the basis of the excluded 
items’ mark-to-market value 
changes. This treatment thus fosters 
some unintended earnings volatility. 
More likely than not, the magnitude 
of these earnings effects would tend 
to be quite limited and immaterial for 
excluded forward points, but these 
effects might be many times larger 
for option time values. However 
small or large these might be, to the 
extent that the hedger’s motivation 
was to minimize income volatility, 
this mark-to-market aspect of the 
accounting treatment has been seen 
as a negative.

Many companies have been 
able to sidestep this problem by 
appealing to alternative hedge 
assessment comparisons. For 
forward hedges, for instance, 
FASB allows the effectiveness 
assessment to compare the forward 
price implicit in the exposure to 
the forward price of the derivative, 
such that forward points are 
never explicitly excluded. A similar 
workaround exists for option 
hedges, as well, under the 
terminal cash flow methodology. 
Under this method, the effectiveness 
assessment for an option hedge 
focuses attention on the final 
payoff of the option, relative to 
the intended risk being hedged. 
In effect, without saying so, this 
method also excludes the time 
value of the option as that final 
payoff is entirely intrinsic value. In 
any case, for cash flow hedges, the 
terminal cash flow method under 
the amended accounting guidance 
allows for the entire gain or loss 
on the option—both time value 

Forward hedges, for 
instance, FASB allows 
the effectiveness 
assessment to compare 
the forward price 
implicit in the exposure 
to the forward price 
of the derivative, such 
that forward points 
are never explicitly 
excluded. 



or time value effects. Instead of 
realizing these effects in earnings 
on a market basis, though, they’ll 
recognize these amounts using 
straight-line amortization. The 
problem of unintended earnings 
volatility has been solved!

One caveat: For entities that 
want to take advantage of this new 
flexibility to spread their hedging 
costs over multiple periods without 
introducing any unintended 
volatility, it’s important to realize 
the combined amount recorded 
in earnings and OCI must be 
identical to the total gain or loss 
of the derivative in every period. 
Thus, if the earnings impact from 
any excluded item is determined 
on the basis of some rules-based 
algorithm, the balance of the 
market value change of these 
excluded items would necessarily 
have to be posted to OCI—both for 
fair value and cash flow hedges.

(It may be interesting to note that 
requiring any OCI allocation in 
connection with fair value hedges 
is an innovation that may not have 
been widely anticipated.) Those 
excesses and shortfalls will be 
fully offsetting by the end of the 
process, provided the derivative is 
not terminated or offset prior to its 
natural maturity. However, if and 
when derivatives are terminated 
early and excluded items have 
been allocated to earnings 
mechanically, a special final 
reclassification adjustment would 
likely be necessary to assure that 
the aggregated earnings realized 
for the derivative is identical to its 
market gain or loss. 

Ira Kawaller is a Managing Director 
of HedgeStar, a consulting firm that 
specializes in hedge accounting and 
valuation service.

“The new rules now 
permit the allowable 
excluded items (forward 
point effects and option 
time value effects) to 
be accounted for in any 
‘systematic and rational 
method’ devised by the 
reporting entity.”
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The governance framework
The report notes that a governance 

framework is “essential for diverse 
participants of the ecosystem to effectively 
collaborate and make decisions,” whether to 
achieve interoperability between the several 
faster payment systems anticipated to 
emerge, to address weak links and securities 
concerns, or to effectively collaborate and 
make decisions. To that end, the Interim 
Collaboration Work Group (ICWG) was 
created as a “critical first step” to establish 
the governance framework.

“Completion of the work of the ICWG will 
lay the foundation for a substantial amount 
of critical work to take place as soon as 
possible in 2018,” the report notes, including 
the fulfillment of most of the report’s 
recommendations.  

Stephen Ranzini, president and CEO of 
University Bancorp and a steering committee 
member of the Federal Reserve Bank’s Secure 
Payment Task Force, a separate body from 
the FPTF that is seeking to design a faster 
and more secure internet-based, bank-
centric payment system in the U.S., reiterated 
the importance of establishing baseline continued on page 24

requirements and enforcing them with rules. 
“When robust and industry-tested rules are 
incorporated into baseline requirements, the 
systems will be more robust and easier to 
adopt,” Ranzini said.

Given the ambitious timeline, corporates 
may be wise to monitor the ICWG’s progress 
in developing a governance framework and 
subsequently how faster-payment solutions, 
19 of which were reviewed by the FPTF, are 
unfolding in the context of the task force’s 
other recommendations. Magnus Carlsson, 
manager, treasury and payments for AFP and 
an FPTF member, emphasized that unlike 
faster-payment initiatives in Europe and 
elsewhere that were largely mandated by a 
central authority, adoption of the U.S. system 
will be voluntary. 

From an operational standpoint, he said, 
one of the “pickles” will be implementing 
standards and baseline requirements 
in a way that is not overly burdensome 
and costly. Corporates and other market 
participants, after all, could instead choose 
to stay with checks and other existing 
payment forms. “This is crucial. If a company 
needs to change all of its files to another 
format, that can be very expensive, 
even for a large organization, and senior 
management may say there’s no way the 
company can do it,” he said. 

Finding a winner
Another issue for corporates is that the 

faster-payment initiatives reviewed by the 
FPTF vary widely. Ripple, for example, is 
already operational with more than 70 
banks globally, and it employs distributed 
ledger-type technology that resembles the 
technology supporting digital currencies. 
The Clearing House (TCH) is preparing to 
launch its real-time payment (RTP) system 
after reviewing Sweden’s enhancement of 
its giro system—also used in Austria and 
other European countries—to create real-
time functionality.  

“How do you make these systems 
interoperable, and as a corporate what do you 
do with that [uncertainty]?” Carlsson said. 
“Companies may have to put their money 

“How do you make these systems 
interoperable, and as a corporate what 
do you do with that [uncertainty]? 
Companies may have to put their 
money on what they foresee as the 
likely winner. You want to invest in 
something that is going to be durable 
for a long time.”
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on what they foresee as the likely winner. You want to invest in 
something that is going to be durable for a long time.”

One of the winners that appears likely is TCH’s RTP system. 
The TCH has been testing it with large banks since last fall 
and more recently with the technology vendors supporting 
regional and community banks, in preparation for a launch 
anticipated later this year. The system enables payments 
and settlement in real-time. The TCH’s existing businesses, 
including an electronic check-clearing and settlement system, 
already connects it to most of the banks in the U.S., giving it a 
significant leg up over other faster payments initiatives.

The RTP system should be especially attractive for B2B 
payments, since it will permit companies to send significantly 
more data along with the payment to provide information on 
what the payment is for and where it must go. 

NACHA also ramped up the amount of data accompanying 
its same-day ACH initiative, which launched last year. ACH 
payments, however, are still settled in batches, and while that 
provides an inexpensive and well-worn solution for highly 
regular payments, RTP appears likely to be the leader for other 
types of payments. 

TCH plans to operate RTP 24 hours a day, seven days 
a week, 365 days a year, and ultimately that’s the goal of 
faster-payment proponents. So even if the faster payment 
system emerging over the next few years is sufficiently easy 
to implement from an operations standpoint, there are 
still big questions that corporates should start considering. 

“What happens when there isn’t an end of the day?” said 
Linda Coven, CTP, a senior analyst at the Aite Group. “When 
do you sweep these accounts and move monies to cover 
shortages in one account and overages in another? How does 
the organization make sure in each individual account or line of 
credit or investment it has the right amount going in there, and 
it’s not sitting with extra cash?” 

She noted that is done automatically now, at the end of the 
day. But a faster payment environment has no end to the day. 
Resolving that issues would appear difficult for an individual 
bank or corporate, but so far this has only been mentioned in 
passing and not thoroughly addressed.  

Carlsson said there’s nothing stopping a corporate from 
deciding on a specific time to reconcile its transactions and 
invest funds. Nevertheless, companies will have to consider 
how to deal with transactions that arrive and are settled at 
any time in the day or over the weekend. 

“How and where do you park that money, and how 
will that affect cash management,” Carlsson said, adding 
those issues will become more relevant when interest rates 
inevitably rise. “This is something companies may want to 
start talking to customers and suppliers about, to set up 
specific times for payments.” 
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TREASURY ESSENTIALS

Efficiency is the essence of progress. Without 
it, we remain heads down in our daily tasks 
with limited visibility and latitude to ponder 

strategy, risk and opportunities. The 20-20 rule 
reflects the magnitude of efficiency gains that can 
be delivered on reporting and analytics with efficient 
data management—from 20 hours to 20 minutes. 
Let’s see how it can be achieved by all of us thanks to 
training and eagerness to change.

Gaining an advantage
Understanding the sought outcomes of digital 

transformation is trivial. To some extent, you don't 
need to connect them to a digital project at all. 
With the acceleration of economies, the growing 
complexity of the world interactions and the constant 
arising of new disruptions, it is evident that agility, 
visibility, innovation and collaboration will be part of 
any company survival kit, digital or not.

Switch the treasury and finance 
process from propeller to jet speed
GAUTHIER VASSEUR

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
• Just getting by with 

spreadsheets is no 
longer an option for 
treasury and finance. The 
performance advantage 
gained by efficient 
analytics is just too large 
to be without impact.

• Overcoming your 
fear of change will 
allow you to acquire 
the base knowledge 
you’ve been missing.

• Inverting the 80/20 ratio 
is one the goals of digital 
transformation, achieving 
the 20-20 is the enabler.DIGITALTransformation
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Saying or writing this doesn't 
make us any more prepared, 
though. We all saw the limits of 
expensive consulting missions 
leading to these conclusions 
when we found ourselves with 
an organization which surely 
understood the principles but could 
not execute on them. It is because 
these notions can't be dictated: 
they have to be fostered. It is like 
asking an exhausted jogger to 
run faster, to loosen his/her stride 
and think about his/her breathing. 
He/she knows what needs to be 
done, but pain and fatigue hinder 
his/her ability to execute. Setting 
grand goals is inspiring, but those 
goals need to be supplemented 
by an enabling roadmap. And 
this is where the rubber meets 
the road. While there is not much 
changing effort to adhere to the 
virtue of innovation, collaboration, 
etc., it is another story to engage 
in rethinking our daily tasks to 
support these new praised values.

Just getting by with 
spreadsheets is no longer an 
option for finance and treasury. The 
performance advantage gained 
by efficient analytics is just too 
large to be without impact, no 
matter how smart the analysts are. 
Following a recent workshop at 
a banking institution, I observed 
a sixtyfold time reduction of an 
analytics process, from 20 hours 
per month to 20 minutes. Coming 
back to the running metaphor, 
it is like competing in a 42.2km 
marathon gaining a 41.5km 
advantage over our peers (the 
ones with manual and spreadsheet-
based processes). Even the best 
athlete won't ever beat you. 

With such an advance, any 
runner would have the time to 
ponder his/her stride, breathing 
or pace. Any athlete would have 

production to 20-minute pro-active 
risk and opportunity analytics that 
changed her role?

It just took two days of training to 
trigger this pivoting. None of what 
Virginia learned was rocket science: 
like her generation and many 
before; she just had never gone 
through classes that actually taught 
business applied data management. 
She crossed the chasm, overcoming 
her spreadsheet induced behavior 
and her fear of change to acquire 
the base knowledge she had missed 
for so long. 

Virginia was in charge of 
supervising bank reconciliation from 
50 subsidiaries around the world. 
The diversity of systems and the 
lack of process standardization 
could not deliver full reconciliation 
automatically. Even though she 
was aware that not much insight or 
operational feedback was created 
by the analysis, she had to deliver it 
every month.

In less than a week, she 
transformed 50 spreadsheets with 
monthly tabs into a single data 
table, with well-defined dates and 
identifiers. She set automated 
data collection where possible or 
leveraged flat file exchanges when 
interfaces were too complex to 
program. She designed automated 
reports that could then be not 
only sent to management in an 
aggregated manner but also to 
every subsidiary as operation and 
decision support. She started to 
secure large data sets that would 
record the ins and outs on bank 
accounts, when, how fast and by 
who they would be reconciled. 
She naturally started to ask 
new questions about risk, fraud, 
compliance. In just a few days, she 
had already pushed her analytics 
boundaries to the next level and 
was already itching to apply 

the opportunity to plan the next 
race and the preparation for it. 
Any individual would enjoy the 
opportunity to connect with the 
crowd and the media. Not only with 
such an advance, the runner would 
win by a crushing margin each 
time, but also he/she would already 
secure a competitive advantage on 
the next moves. Sounds like pretty 
unfair, doesn't it?

Overcoming the fear of change
What changed in Virginia's 

(we'll call her Virginia) approach 
to deliver this dramatic process 
optimization? How could she shift 
from 20 hours of lagging reporting 

In less than a week, 
she transformed 
50 spreadsheets 

with monthly tabs 
into a single data 
table, with well-

defined dates and 
identifiers.
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statistics and pattern recognition 
to her data treasure trove. And all 
it took was for Virginia to
learn notions that were way within 
her league.

She discovered the data 
dynamics. Data is like any 
material. It is collected in different 
shapes and forms and must be 
transformed, assembled and 
delivered to a recipient. There are 
ground principles that must be 
known to handle data properly and 
with efficiency, such as:

• The data supply chain 
structure from producer to 
consumer

• The notion of tables, keys 
 and joins
• The concepts of fact, 

dimensions and master data
• The basics of master 

data management, data 
transformation and quality

• SQL language logic.
She opened up to new solutions. 

Spreadsheets had been her one-
trick pony for every analytics 
challenge so far. She realized that 
she could easily harness the power 
of new solutions such as:

• ETL (extract, transform and 
load) to capture the right 
data and deliver automated 
preparation

• Relational databases and 
 data modeling
• Master data management.
She demystified the big data 

hype and clearly identified what 
she needed from a business 
standpoint. For her and all of her 
colleagues, big data was never 
going to be about volumes (even 
5-10 million rows is small data) or 
about velocity (analytics could 
afford the lag of a few hours, if 
not a day, and the team was not 
able to react in real time anyway). 
It was about connecting the dots 

between all of her information 
sources and making sense of it. 
Interestingly, by avoiding the lure 
of the big data buzz, she could 
actually become a much stronger 
and educated supporter of it. She 
turned into a dependable driver 
for these projects as she came 
with not only clear business 
questions but also curated and 
connected data she had amassed 
for her core analysis.

Achieving 20-20
Virginia took a holistic look at 

her role. By gaining efficiency 
and sustainability in her process, 
Virginia gained confidence 

on her data and analysis. She 
became more open to sharing her 
numbers and conclusions with 
her colleagues, leading to more 
collaboration. By connecting local 
operations, HQ management, legal 
and compliance, she started to 
spearhead innovative initiatives 
to anticipate or mitigate risks. 
Confident on her growing skills, 
she trained her data providers 
and recipients to best synergize 
with her. She gradually removed 
spreadsheets from the entire 
process end-to-end, thus making 
data fluid from first entry to final 
analysis. As she was becoming 
data savvy, so were her colleagues 
and peers interacting with her.

Virginia started to look at 
her role with a better sense of 
accountability. She was now 
empowered to perform her 
mission properly. With hours 
saved monthly, she could take 
the precious time to engage, 
collaborate and think about 
how she could best deliver her 
mission. And she understood that 
by replicating this dynamic, she 
would gradually optimize every 
single aspect of her process, 
leading to more progress and 
personal fulfillment.

She knew she needed to 
reverse the 80/20 rule between 
data processing and analysis. She 
had just created a new one: the 
20-20 rule where 20 hours of 
tedious manual analytics 
becomes 20 minutes of high-value 
insight delivery.

Inverting the 80/20 ratio 
is one of the goals of digital 
transformation, achieving the 
20/20 is the enabler.

Gauthier Vasseur is an instructor at 
Stanford University.

By connecting local 
operations, HQ 

management, legal 
and compliance, 

she started 
to spearhead 

innovative 
initiatives to 
anticipate or 

mitigate risks. 
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Super
forecasting
A conversation with Dan Gardner, 
co-author of best-selling book, Superforecasting

IRA APFEL

Can regular folks make better predictions than 
experts?

Dan Gardner thinks so.
Gardner is a journalist and co-author of the 

best-selling book, “Superforecasting: The Art 
and Science of Prediction.” Gardner also will 
keynote AFP’s inaugural FinNext conference in 
March 2018 in San Francisco. 

 In “Superforecasting,” Gardner and co-
author Philip Tetlock argue that pundits are 
notoriously inaccurate at predicting the future, 
and that ordinary people actually produce 
better forecasts. In an excerpt from his AFP 
Conversations podcast, Gardner reveals what 
makes a superforecaster and how FP&A and 
finance professionals can turn themselves into 
superforecasters.
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Exchange: What is the Good Judgment 
Project and how did it lead to the book?
Dan Gardner: The Good Judgment Project 
is a huge research undertaking led by my 
co-author, Philip Tetlock, who is an eminent 
psychologist at the Wharton School. Phil, 
for decades, has been studying forecasting, 
particularly from the perspective of 
psychology, of course. He did seminal 
research beginning in the late 1980s, the 
1990s, and concluding in 2005, which looked 
at expert political judgments and found that 
they weren’t very good. That’s the conclusion.

That research was very influential, very 
widely noticed, particularly within the 
intelligence community. Lots of folks have 
opinions about how good the intelligence 
community’s forecasting is, but that’s really all 
they are. It’s never been scientifically tested. 
About six or seven years ago, some officials 
within the Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence said, “That’s not good enough. 
We have to do better.” They reached out to 
researchers and in particular, Phil Tetlock, and 
said, “How do we do better?”

One of the key recommendations that 
came back to them, and one of the key 
recommendations that we make in the 
book is, “You must practice and score 
your forecasting.” Phil has devised a 
methodology, which allows people to make 
forecasts, allow time to pass, and then 
score the forecast for accuracy.

The intelligence community said, “That’s 
fantastic. Let’s do this. Let’s create a 
forecasting tournament.” So, what they did 
was they went to five leading researchers 
studying forecasting around the world, 
and they said, “ We will ask forecasting 
questions, and you can create a team of 
forecasters, and you can use any methods 
you want to try and answer those questions 
and make the most accurate forecast 
possible, and then at the end of this process 
we can look at who was most accurate, what 
methods work best, and try to learn and 
draw some lessons from that.”

The Good Judgment Project was the 
team of researchers created by Phil Tetlock 
to compete in this forecasting tournament.

Exchange: Who was on the team?
Dan Gardner: The core forecasters were 
volunteers. What the Good Judgment Project 
did was they went out and recruited. They went 
through blogs and social networks and all sorts 
of ways and said, “Hey, folks, if you’re interested 
in big geopolitical events, and you would like 
to make forecasts about big real-world events, 
you can sign up.” More than 20,000 people 
participated, which is pretty amazing. At the 
end of the four years, the upshot was that the 
Good Judgment Project won.

Exchange: So, in other words, the folks 
who were recruited in off the street won. 
Is that correct?
Dan Gardner: Exactly. The Good Judgment 
Project found that there were between one 
and two percent of the volunteer forecasters 
who were consistently outstanding. They 
were top of the charts, and so they ended up 
becoming called superforecasters. So, then 
the question becomes, “Well, what makes 
these folks so good?”

And the answer is it’s sort of the opposite 
of what you see among pundits in the news. 
The person who gets the one right call is 
crowing about it and saying, “You should 
listen to me because I made this call.” That’s 
not at all the case here. These were people 
who were consistently good over hundreds 
of questions over four years, and so because 
of that consistency, we can be reasonably 
confident that we’re looking more at skill 
than luck.

What does explain it? These are folks who, 
to use Charlie Munger’s famous phrase, they 
have a latticework of mental models. They do 
not have one big idea that they think explains 
life, the universe, and everything. They try to 
seek out as many different perspectives as 
possible. They try to look at the problem and 
analyze the problem using as many different 
perspectives as possible. So, they may look 
at it and analyze it using one tool, and if 
they’ve got another tool, they’ll use that tool 
to analyze it a different way. If you’ve got 
a different opinion, they want to hear your 
opinion, and if somebody else has a different 
analysis, they want to hear that analysis.
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So, they’re drawing together all these different 
perspectives, and then they synthesize them 
into their own view. Basically these people are 
aggregators and very efficient synthesizers of 
information, and that’s absolutely central to one of 
the reasons why they’re so good. They’re also very 
analytical people. There’s something in psychology 
called the Cognitive Reflection Test, which basically 
asks, “When you have a strong intuitive sense 
that you know the answer, do you slow down and 
consciously and carefully and self-critically examine 
that answer?” The Cognitive Reflection Test shows 
that most people in fact do not. When we have a 
strong intuitive sense, we just go with that answer 
and that’s the end of it.

These people are exactly the opposite. They’re 
constantly slowing it down and thinking carefully, 
carefully, carefully. They’re also extremely methodical. 
They methodically break down problems. They’re not 
the sorts of people who simply roll their eyes and 
scratch the back of their head and make a guess. 
Where did that guess come from? Who knows? No, 
they break down the problem and say, “What would 
I need in order to answer this problem?” Then they 
think about that and then they think about it further 
and they think about it further.

Exchange: “Superforecasters” starts off with a 
very simple declarative statement: “We are all 
forecasters.” So how did pundits come about and 
why do we listen to them? 
Dan Gardner: That’s a really interesting question. One 
of the less obvious reasons why the superforecasters 
are super is because they only ever had one goal and 
that was to be accurate, to produce the most accurate 
forecast possible, but so often in life, there are other 
competing goals, and that’s particularly true with 
pundits. Pundits illustrate this point perfectly.

Exchange: Confirmation bias, in a way?
Dan Gardner: It’s confirmation bias. You’ve got to give 
them that warm bath of confirmation, and you’ve got 
to do that pretty consistently, or you’re going to lose 
your following. You’ve also got to be entertaining. 
Very important to be entertaining. If you want to get 
noticed, then well you change your forecast and make 
it a little more daring, a little more radical, and if you 
want to avoid notice, well then you do the opposite. 
So, there’s all these other competing goals.

Exchange: In the book you write, “We will need to 
blend computer-based forecasting and subjective 
judgment in the future.” Don’t business forecasters 
do this already?
Dan Gardner: To some extent, certainly. The good 
ones do. Unfortunately, very often that’s not the 
case. Unaided human judgment is unfortunately 
commonly used, but I think that is increasingly less 
common, which is to say more and more often we 
are seeing subjective human judgment combined 
with the machine. It’s man and machine together, and 
I think going forward we’re going to see that much, 
much more in so many different fields and in so many 
different creative ways.

Exchange: Do you think forecasting is getting 
better today or do you think that the growth of big 
data and a reliance on computer-based data and 
analytics is making things worse?
Dan Gardner: That’s a really interesting question. I 
think the answer is positive. I think it’s getting better 
because increasingly people are aware that looking 
at the markers of authority, this person has an 
impressive title or this person has credentials or this 
person speaks so authoritatively, that these things 
just aren’t enough, that we need evidence, that we 
need evidence of performance, that you should have 
data to support your conclusions before I should give 
credence to your conclusions.

If you look at the phrase “evidence-based 
medicine” for instance, that’s a movement which 
really started in the 1960s and transformed medicine 
as a result. That phrase “evidence-based” is now 
starting to permeate field after field after field, and 
it bespeaks a cultural shift as people begin to realize 
that just because we’ve always done things this 
way doesn’t mean that’s the right way to do it. Just 
because an authority says this is the way to do it 
doesn’t mean that’s the right way to do it. We need 
to critically examine the evidence.

That in combination with the fact that we are 
producing more and more data leads me to be 
hopeful, to say that I think slowly, surely, laboriously, 
we are going to start asking, “Okay, what’s the 
evidence that you have good judgment and why 
should I trust you” before we do.

Download more AFP Conversations at 
www.AFPonline.org/conversations
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AFP RESEARCH: 2017 FP&A SURVEY

FP&A professionals actually 
find budgets useful, a 
new AFP study shows 

BRYAN LAPIDUS, FP&A

Staying 
POWER

Few finance processes are more 
maligned than the budgeting process. 
Research has shown that it steals time 

from other endeavors and produces little 
payout. Jack Welch summarized this view, 
stating simply, “The budget is the bane of 
corporate America.”

Yet, the persistence of their existence 
means that someone wants budgets, and 
that they do serve a purpose. And when the 
Association for Financial Professionals asked 
its FP&A Advisory Board about the most 
pressing topics facing their business, the 
question of how budgets were being used 
came in near the top. 

To examine how “the budget,” its value, 
relevance and usage at organizations around 
the globe are defined today, the Association 
for Financial Professionals® conducted 

the FP&A Survey: “How Relevant is Your 
Budget?” in August 2017. The survey 
was specifically designed to avoid the 
contentious questions of whether budgets 
are the best/worst or most/least efficient 
tool in business use today. We started 
from the position that budgets exist, so we 
wanted to know what are they used for and 
are they relevant?

Respondents include those who are 
most involved with the development and 
maintenance of the budget. The survey 
generated 606 responses from corporate 
practitioners employed in the finance 
function at organizations. These responses 
are the basis of this report. Results from this 
survey will provide finance professionals 
with critical benchmarks on the budget and 
how it is being used today.
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Surprising results
In summary, the survey results make 

clear that budgets are still in use across 
companies of various sizes and structures—
large and small, public, private, and 
nonprofit/government. In each setting, 
the idea of the budget is adapted to fit 
the needs of that organization, leading 
survey respondents to report high levels of 
utilization—even satisfaction. These different 
applications mean that the budget processes 
can be considered to exist on a spectrum 
of how rigorously they are developed and 
applied, ranging from rigid and binding 
on one end, to non-binding—even non-
existent—on the other. Most organizations 
exist in the middle, having applied some 
amount of management flexibility and 
making high-level commitments to the board 
of directors and owners. Several themes are 
highlighted here: 

Respondents were clear in their support 
for budgets, finding them effective for 
themselves and their executives. Nearly 
three quarters (74 percent) of respondents 
agree or strongly agree that the budget is a 
valuable tool, and 82 percent and 86 percent 
believe their CEO and CFO find the budget 
to be useful or very useful, respectively. 

The budget is defined as the set of financial 
goals for the businesses and business leaders 
to achieve over a period of time, linking 
budgets to planning objectives and, to a 
lesser degree, operations. A frequent criticism 
of budgets is that they tie compensation to 
budget targets, which leads to management 
by an outdated budget. However, “establish 
the basis for compensation” was among 

the lowest responded uses, indicating 
a separation between budgets and 
compensation. This aligns the individuals 
with the interests of the capital owners 
(shareholders) and is supported by how 
organizations utilize the budget.

As one survey respondent noted: “When 
drawing up the budget, one is able to 
visualize how the different departments 
intend to work towards achieving the 
overall organizational strategy. With limited 
resources to distribute, it’s an exercise that 
highlights which functions will need more 
support and which can survive with less and 
still drive sustainable growth.” 

It is noteworthy that nonprofits and 
governments over-weighted in “financial 
control/fiscal discipline.”

The intensity of the budgeting process 
did not impact satisfaction. Satisfaction 
was reported high at all levels of the budget 
spectrum from those who spend more 
time developing their budgets (“Intense 
Budgeters”) to those who spend less time 
(“Fast Budgeters”). However, respondents 
who spent more time developing the budget 
used it more intently. This may reflect 
something of a self-fulfilling prophecy where 
enterprises that require it will then rely on it 
throughout the year.

Budgets have managerial discretion and 
flexibility built into them. This is a departure 
from an important past criticism—that the 
traditional budgeting process promotes sub-
optimal behavior by locking managers into a 
rigid spending paradigm established at the 
time of the budget, rather than what is best for 
the company based on the current situation.

“The budget is part of a 
planning process that needs 
to fit the organization it serves”
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This managerial flexibility can only 
happen because budgets are distanced 
from compensation and forecasting. 20 
percent of respondents primarily cited the 
budget as a basis for compensation, and 73 
percent reforecast at least quarterly. This 
leads budgets to focus on business goals 
and allows for honest forecasts rather than 
becoming a proxy for negotiated bonuses, 
Some respondents were on the tail ends of 
tightly-managed versus loosely-managed 
budgets, but most were in the middle where 
flexibility is driven by setting high-level 
goals at the revenue and/or profit level, 
and allowing managers to manage to those 
goals. There also is a secondary emphasis on 
operational targets drives non-financial goals.

Another criticism of budgeting is that 
it can be confused with forecasting for 
three reasons: organizations do not re-
forecast; people do not want to admit when 
they are missing budget; people want to 
manage expectations to protect their future 
spend and compensation. Creating a clean 
forecasting process is critical to getting 
an accurate view of where the company is 
heading, and the gaps to the goals. A bright 
line separates forecasting from budgeting; 
the budget is linked to goals, while the 
forecast is linked to expected outcomes 
based on current information. 

One AFP member, discussing budget 
flexibility and managerial discretion at a 
recent FP&A Roundtable, noted, “We knew 
we were successful in making decisions 
based on forecasts when people brought 
money back to the table to reallocate. People 
don’t know yet what they need at the time 
of the budget. They just know that they will 
need something, so they put in the request 
for the future. However, reserving that capital 
may starve other areas of the business.”

Budgets dominate the periodic 
performance reviews. These reviews demand 
a significant use of FP&A and business 
time—60 percent of the respondents hold 
monthly meetings, and another 21 percent 
hold quarterly meetings—so it is important 
to use them effectively. Results show 69 
percent of meeting time spent reviewing 
financial results, and almost half of that is a 

comparison to budget versus prior forecasts 
or prior year. 

The budget process has room for 
improvement as 64 percent of respondents 
agree the budget processis useful but could 
be streamlined, 22 percent spend more 
than 12 weeks developing the budget, and 
about half believe it can be replaced by 
continuous forecasting.

A critical contradiction
This last point raises an important 

contradiction. How could the survey show 
such positive scores for budgeting yet 
simultaneously indicate a strong 
willingness to change it? There are many 
possible explanations: 

• One area that has been covered 
extensively elsewhere and, thus, was 
outside the scope of this survey is that 
there is considerable effort required to 
develop the budget, and perhaps the 
effort/payoff is not aligned

• Pressure for budgets is still driven 
by top-down requirements (board 
commitments, regulations, etc.) rather 
than operational needs

• If the budget is truly utilized as a basis 
of comparison, then other forecasts or 
prior year comparisons could be used 

 as effectively
• Respondents execute the budget and 

have bought into the system, but would 
like to spend less time on it.

Putting it all together
The budget is a tool that serves the 

business needs, not the other way around. 
This tool can be constructed in different 
ways to best serve those needs. If laws, 
regulations, the board of directors or other 
governing authority requires a rigid budget, 
then the budget can be designed and 
implemented accordingly. If the governing 
bodies want flexibility, rapid reaction and the 
ability to change course quickly, budgets 
can be non-binding or even non-existent. 
In between these ends of the spectrum 
are numerous variations—commitments at 
various levels of the organization that allow 
for trade-offs and managerial discretion, 

AFP RESEARCH: 2017 FP&A SURVEY continued
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targets that are ratios or relative to external 
benchmarks, or even using the budget as a 
fixed point of reference.

An expansive view of this discussion will 
put the budget in the context of a larger 
planning process. Beginning with strategic 
planning, an organization develops its 
unifying vision and mission to express 
where it is going, the measurable goals and 
objectives to chart progress along the way, 
and the strategy and tactics to succeed in 
the market. FP&A professionals were clear 
that the budget exists to translate financial 
goals into discrete units where businesses 
can act on them. The various re-forecasts 
during the year always reflect the best 

2017 AFP FP&A Survey Results
The survey report includes the executive summary 
followed by seven key findings. Each key finding 
page includes the finding, supporting data, and 
“AFP voices,” which includes verbatim responses 
from the survey as well as comments shared by 
FP&A Roundtable attendees at AFP 2017 in October. 

Access the full report at 
www.AFPonline.org/fpasurvey

STRATEGIC 
PLANNING
(3-5+ Years)

Vision/Mission

Long Range Plan

Goals/Objectives

Strategy/Tactics

Budget

Financial

Operational Metrics

Forecast 1

Forecast 2

Forecast (n)

Metrics/KPI

Metrics/KPI

Metrics/KPI

BUDGET
(1-3 Years)

FORECASTING 
PROCESS

(Weekly/Monthly/
Quarterly)

PERFORMANCE 
REPORTING

(Real-time weekly/
Monthly)

Planning Process

2017 AFP® FP&A SURVEY

HOW RELEVANT IS YOUR BUDGET? 

Key Highlights

estimate of where the organization 
is heading, regardless of managerial or 
board commitments. 

As one AFP member suggested at an 
FP&A Roundtable, “perhaps the process is 
the purpose,” and the effort of translating 
strategy to the everyday activities for 
businesses and managers to act upon. This 
framework allows companies to ask what 
they want to achieve from their budget, and 
what is the most effective way to get there.

Bryan Lapidus, FP&A, is a contributing 
consultant and author to the Association 
for Financial Professionals. Reach him at 
BLapidus@AllegianceAG.com.

Source: 2017 AFP FP&A Survey
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AFP AWARE

Every year, financial professionals 
show up to make a difference

ANDREW DEICHLER

AFP Aware

On October 15, treasury and finance professionals gathered for 
the annual AFP Aware Community Service Day at AFP 2017. 
Every year, AFP Aware, sponsored by BBVA Compass, partners 

with organizations committed to corporate and social responsibility, and 
hosts community service projects.

AFP 2017 keynote speaker and TV host Mike Rowe gave the opening 
remarks to kick off the event. He provided some words of encouragement 
for attendees, noting that “it’s okay to feel really good about doing 
something nice for somebody else.”

This is the eighth consecutive year that BBVA Compass has sponsored 
AFP Aware. “This is something that aligns with our corporate model and our 
corporate responsibility,” said Salethia Moore-Richardson, senior product 
analyst for BBVA Compass. “Giving back to the community is something 
that the company really prides itself on. In a nutshell, we do it because it 
helps out the community, and it gives a face to the company.”

Ernie Smith, CTP, FP&A, North Texas treasury management executive 
for BBVA Compass, agreed, adding that a key responsibility of any bank 
is to support the communities in which they operate. “[AFP Aware] gives 
BBVA the opportunity to expand that support,” he said. “We also have a 
great opportunity to support an organization like AFP, so when we saw the 
opportunity, we just jumped on it.
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This year’s events
AFP hosted two community service projects this year. At the onsite 

event, volunteers worked with Promises2Kids, a nonprofit organization that 
responds to the needs of foster children. The organization annually provides 
more than 3,300 current and former foster youth with opportunities 
and guidance to grow into healthy, successful adults. In the early 1990s, 
Promises2Kids raised $12 million to build the Polinsky Children’s Center, an 
emergency shelter for children in San Diego County.

Twenty-six volunteers turned out for the onsite event and made fleece 
blankets and birthday cards for foster kids at the Polinsky Center, as well as 
packed care boxes. Typically when children arrive at the Polinsky Center, they 
don’t have very much, and these care packages help them feel more at home.

For this year’s offsite event, AFP Aware volunteers worked with the San Diego 
River Park Foundation, which aims to improve the health of the San Diego River. 
Following a sewage spill in 2000, a group of volunteers formed the foundation 
to ensure that no similar incidents ever happen to the San Diego River again.

Forty-nine volunteers showed up for the offsite event. They participated in 
the foundation’s Coastal Habitat Restoration Project along the San Diego River 
Mouth, removing invasive plant species, planting native plants, fixing trails and 
picking up litter.

“This is one of the biggest benefits of AFP’s conference, because we’re 
giving back to the community, and it just helps keep people involved,” said 
Marcia Harris, senior treasury and accounting manager for the American 
Institute of Physics and the AFP Aware Ambassador. “You’re coming in and 
generating revenue in a city that is allowing us to overtake them, and it’s just 
helpful to give back. I think no matter where you are or what you’re doing, 
you should do this.”
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World Vision International was awarded the AFP 
2017 Pinnacle Grand Prize, which recognizes 
excellence in treasury and finance.  The global 

development organization narrowly edged out the two other 
Pinnacle finalists— Allstate Insurance Company and last 
year’s Grand Prize winner, Hyundai Capital America—with its 
innovative foreign exchange management solution.

AFP 2017

AFP 2017 Pinnacle Award  
Inside World Vision’s 
award-winning FX solution

ANDREW DEICHLER 
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Addressing the problem
World Vision International had a major challenge 

in coping with sharp swings in currency rates in 
the many countries in which it operates. Treasury is 
responsible for identifying and mitigating these risks.

“Due to our vast, global footprint we are exposed 
to significant foreign exchange risk,” said Leon 
Tompkins, director of global financial risk for World 
Vision. “To combat that, the team needed solutions 
to cope with sharp swings in both income and 
expense currencies.”

World Vision raises the majority of money in 18 
countries and funds programs in nearly 80 more, 
explained Kathryn Powers, global treasurer for World 
Vision. “It really comes down to cash flows,” she said.  
“Foreign exchange risk will exist any time you have 
cash flows in different currencies and need to move 
funds to various countries.”

To remedy the problem, World Vision centralized 
its treasury function, which allowed it to have its 
expertise in one location. Then World Vision’s treasury 
team reached out to its global offices to strengthen 
relationships and provide education on currency risks.  
This effort helped the offices become comfortable 
with the idea of treasury working on their behalf. 

The process wasn’t without a few bumps in the 
road; treasury faced some reluctance as it worked 
to build those relationships and educate its finance 
people throughout the world. “I think that’s just 
human nature; there is always an element of control 
involved,” Powers said.

The solution
World Vision introduced an active foreign 

exchange management solution that protected 
budget rates and passed any extra purchasing 
power to its field offices—thus, helping the global 
humanitarian, relief and advocacy organization 
increase its mission.  “What happens is essentially 
very active management,” Powers explained. The 
process is very straightforward and has been quite 
effective. Treasury sets and then protects budget 
rates. Where it makes sense, we set stop-loss orders 
rather than immediately entering into forward 
contracts. The team actively monitors the currencies 
and the stop-loss positions, and when appropriate, 
moves the stop-loss to its benefit. For example, 
a currency like the Zambian kwacha, which often 

devalues against the U.S. dollar, could strengthen 
rapidly due to the price and production of copper. A 
rapid swing like that could have detrimental effects 
on World Vision. So the nonprofit organization is 
always systematically managing it currency, but 
allowing for the upside by using stop-loss orders and 
following the market.

“Just like any corporate in the U.S., we need to create 
certainty and make sure that we’re delivering on our 
promises to our donors and communities around the 
world,” Powers said. “We have a simple but disciplined 
approach to smoothing currencies fluctuations over 
time and creating certainty for our programs.”

The results
Powers noted that World Vision’s strategy actually 

increases purchasing power. “Because of that, the 
funds that are destined for all of these different 
countries are able to have the same U.S. dollar 
purchase more of their local currency,” she said. 
“They benefit directly from that, and we’re able to do 
more programming.”

All in all, the initiative resulted in $57.1 million in 
savings in FY16, and $11 million in FY17. 

The award
The Pinnacle Grand Prize, sponsored by Wells 

Fargo & Co., was presented to World Vision at AFP 
2017 in San Diego.

“AFP is incredibly proud to honor World Vision 
International with the 2017 Pinnacle Award Grand 
Prize,” said AFP President and CEO Jim Kaitz. 
“World Vision’s initiative was the kind of inspiring 
solution that exemplifies what the Pinnacle Awards 
are all about.”

Wells Fargo donated $10,000 to the charity of 
World Vision’s choice, KickStart International, a 
nonprofit organization dedicated to lifting people out 
of poverty quickly, cost-effectively and sustainably. 
David Trotter, executive vice president and head of 
Treasury Management Sales and Implementation at 
Wells Fargo, hosted the ceremony. 

“World Vision brought forward-thinking ideas to 
the treasury function and showcased how treasury 
teams can deliver benefits enterprise-wide through 
innovative thinking,” Trotter said. “Wells Fargo is 
honored to recognize World Vision, and we are 
pleased to honor a worthy charity on their behalf.” 

Inside World Vision’s 
award-winning FX solution

ANDREW DEICHLER 
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CASH MANAGEMENT

Cold Hard
FACTS
Handling cash continues to 
be a pain point for retailers

ANDREW DEICHLER 

Retail treasury professionals discussed 
handling cash during a retail industry 
roundtable at AFP 2017, sponsored 

by Fifth Third Bank. As usual, armored 
carrier services continue to be a major pain 
point for merchants.

“One of the things we talk a lot about are 
cash and cash solutions,” said a treasurer for 
a major restaurant chain. “We take money 
how we get it, and for us, a lot of that is still 
cash. And managing the ecosystem to get 
cash from our stores to the mothership has 
been an ongoing challenge. So I’d like to hear 
what other merchants are doing to manage 
cash, if you’re still accepting it.”

A treasurer for a high-end department 
store responded that cash makes up about 6 
percent of the tender her company receives. 
“That’s a minimal percentage but still a large 
amount of cash,” she said. “Dealing with 

armored couriers is a headache for us. We 
have therapy sessions often about it.”

As a result, the retailer is looking into 
alternate solutions to get cash to the bank. 
The company presently uses one of the 
major national couriers, but is evaluating 
regional couriers where it operates. 
“We’re looking at it from a risk mitigation 
standpoint,” she said. “If something were to 
go wrong with the bigger carriers, we feel 
like we could be in a situation where we 
wouldn’t have the ability to get cash to our 
stores or from our stores.”

The treasurer of a big box retailer noted 
that he has had some success with regional 
carriers, “but there aren’t enough regionals 
out there.”

As for national carriers, the treasurer 
noted that the majority of the ones he 
works with are not only poor in terms of 
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service, but they are also heavily resistant 
to technological advances. “They are really 
against using any technology solutions for 
tracking things,” he said. 

This appears to be a common problem; 
the restaurant chain treasurer said she 
has experienced the same issue with her 
carriers. “They’re not service-oriented, and 
they’re not logistics oriented, which is sad 
because they’re transporting our money,” 
she said.

Alternative solutions
To remedy her armored carrier problem, 

the restaurant treasurer is looking at using 
the U.S. Postal Service to move cash to and 
from her stores. “We’re going to try and test 
that to create more flexibility on the pain 
point of our stores, which is getting money 
into the stores on change orders without 

having to rely on the couriers,” she said. “If it 
works, we may expand from there.”

She added that USPS will handle up to 
$5,000, but it does not insure it; retailers 
either need to get a third-party insurer or 
self-insure. UPS, in contrast, will insure up to 
$5,000 of change order delivery or deposits.

Investing in a cash recycler can also make 
the cash handling process easier. These 
machines account for cash and store it 
for future use. Some retailers don’t handle 
enough cash to justify the cost of these 
machines, but those that do have found that 
they can be a huge help. 

“We’ve put cash recyclers into every one 
of our stores in the last couple of years,” the 
big box retail treasurer said. “The savings we 
achieved were easily enough to pay for it. But 
our customer base is still using cash primarily. 
And we did it agnostic of banks and carriers.”

Do it yourself 
Lastly, there’s always the option of taking 

the money to the bank yourself, as risky as 
that might be. One practitioner noted that 
some of her stores employ this method, but 
only if the bank is less than two miles away. 

Another practitioner who works for a 
company that operates ski resorts noted that 
armored carriers can’t reach many of their 
locations. “Our internal security department 
drives the cash to the bank, which might be 
an hour and a half down the road,” he said. 
“But what can you do? The challenge is trying 
to find couriers who are willing to drive three 
hours up a mountain in the winter.” 

“We take money how we get it, and 
for us, a lot of that is still cash. And 
managing the ecosystem to get cash 
from our stores to the mothership has 
been an ongoing challenge.”
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RISK MANAGEMENT

FRAMED
Why treasury 
and finance 
should care 
about changes 
to the COSO 
ERM Framework 
     

AMY RIBICK
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In September 2017, the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the 
Treadway Commission (COSO) released the widely anticipated update to 
the previous 2004 “Enterprise Risk Management—Integrated Framework.” 

The updated framework, titled “Enterprise Risk Management–Integrating with 
Strategy and Performance,” has been in the making for several years with a 
significant amount of effort from the committee and with the help of comments 
submitted by more than 200 individuals. The updated framework comes 
four years after the release of the COSO 2013 Framework. While synergies 
between both frameworks exist, each is considered distinct and standalone, yet 
complimentary, if used together. 

The updated framework provides guidance to organizations, regardless of size 
and type, in designing programs that integrate into the day-to-day operations 
while emphasizing the importance of risks in both strategy and performance. 
Whether a nonprofit or a publicly-traded company, the framework is beneficial 
to help guide organizations in understanding why mission, vision, and core 
values are pivotal in identifying events that an organization may experience with 
both positive and negative outcomes. Once events are identified, determining 
how they will strategically impact the organization helps management react 
proactively and positively in hopes of enhancing performance of the organization 
to achieve the desired positive outcome.

The most noticeable difference of the updated Framework is its structure. It incorp-
orates five components and twenty principles, which align to the business cycle. 

Defining Vision, Mission and Core Values
Before diving into how you can help your organization address the new 

framework, the first question should be: Do I have a clearly defined vision, 
mission, and core values to help drive the organization to success? Having these 
established does not guarantee success, but without them it’s like snorkeling 
without appropriate gear. While you will be able to observe the environment for 
short periods of time, you will find yourself constantly coming up for air; therefore, 
missing the opportunity to dive deeper or enjoy the wonders of the body of water 
you are in. The organization’s vision, mission, and core values define the purpose 
of the organization to the stakeholders, both external and internal. They express 
what an organization strives to be and how it wants to conduct business. 

If you do not know if your organization has these statements, ask. If the 
answer is no, champion the creation of a committee to develop them, possibly 
even seeking outside guidance. Once these are established, you can begin to 
align your strategy around achieving your mission and vision, while applying 
your core values. As noted in the Framework, enterprise risk management (ERM) 
does not create the organization’s strategy, but it influences its development. By 
determining the strategy correlated to the mission and vision, management will 
be able to better identify events that could impact the successful achievement of 
the organization’s strategy. 

“Being a part 
of the finance 
function of an 
organization 
is crucial in 
implementing 
or revising the 
ERM program 
to align with the 
updated COSO 
framework.”
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RISK MANAGEMENT continued

COSO ERM Risk Management Principles *  Source: COSOS

Governance 
and Culture

Strategy and 
Objective-
Setting

Performance Review 
and Revision

Information, 
Communication 
and Reporting

Does your organization 
have a defined Mission, 
Vision and Core Values 
statement??

Mission, Vision 
and Core Values

What events could impact 
the determined objectives 
and how you can help 
alert others regarding 
their reaction??

Implementation 
and 

Performance

Do you know how 
your area of focus 
impacts the strategy 
and business 
objectives??

Strategy 
Development

Business 
Objective 

Formulation
Enhanced 

Value

What is the process of 
communicating financial 
results to help monitor 
enhanced performance??

Governance 
and Culture

1. Exercise board
  risk oversight

2. Establishes 
 operating structures

3. Defines desired 
 culture

4. Demonstrates 
 commitment to 
 core values

5. Attracts, develops 
and retains capable 
individuals

Strategy and 
Objective-Setting

6. Analyze business 
 context

7. Defines risk appetite

8. Evaluates alternative 
strategies

9. Formulates business 
objectives

Performance

10. Identifies risk

11. Assesses severity 
 of risk

12. Prioritizes risks

13. Implements risk 
responses

14. Develops portfolio 
view 

Review
and Revision

15. Assesses substantial 
change

16. Reviews risk 
 and performance

17. Pursues 
 improvement in 
 enterprise risk 
 management

Information, 
Communication 
and Reporting

18. Leverages 
 information 
 and technology

19. Communication 
 risks information

20. Reports on risk, 
 culture and 
 performance

COSO ERM Framework
Let’s discuss the five components and key questions to consider in your 
role as finance or treasury management to help your organization. 
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Governance and Culture
Governance and culture set the basis for all other 

components and the tone for the effort as well as the 
oversight responsibilities. Governance is a shared function 
between executive management and the Board. Executive 
management includes the CEO, CFO, CIO, HR, treasurer, 
marketing and operations and others to bring their areas of 
expertise to the table. 

It takes a team with a strong culture to provide continual 
support and determine a consistent message to the 
organization on the importance of the ERM program. 
Determine what seat you have at the table and begin/
continue to positively enforce risk governance and culture in 
the day-to-day activities. This component has five principles 
associated with it to help guide you through this process. 

Strategy and Objective-Setting
ERM should be integrated into the organization’s 

strategic plan by setting strategy and business objectives. 
By understanding the business, the organization can 
determine the events (both internal and external) and 
their impact to the organization. Events are situations that 
can get you further along in your strategic plan or halt 
your ability to achieve your goals. Strategically, your risk 
appetite will be determined. 

Business objectives will guide the day-to-day operations 
and priorities. It is important to work as a team across all 
aspects of the organization to help set these objectives. 
As the finance executive, it will be essential for you to 
bring to the table all of your knowledge of the financial 
aspects of the organization. What events could impact 
a decrease in collection of accounts receivable? What 
events could increase the amount of spend? Brainstorming 
these events and identifying the impact as it relates to the 
entire organization, not just your department, will help 
further develop ERM. This component has four principles 
associated with it to help guide you through this process. 

Performance
Once objectives are determined there are events, both 

positive and negative, that could impact the performance 
of the objectives. There are risks and rewards every minute 
of every day that influence an organization and their past, 
present, and future. The impact of these events should be to 
serve as a tool to alert management when to react based on 
the risk response. Risks are inevitable, so as an executive 
of your organization, you should never consider yourself 
or your department exempt. As finance, your department 
will most likely provide the other departments the results 

of the organization’s performance in conjunction with 
operations. By articulating risks associated with the strategy 
and business objectives, a portfolio view can be developed 
to assist management in further integrating ERM into the 
day-to-day activities. This component has five principles 
associated with it to help guide you through this process. 

Review and Revision
Some organizations are successful through luck, which 

is not an ideal long-term strategy for growth. Finance can 
play a key part in your organization’s formulated success by 
continuously assessing substantial changes that affect the 
strategy and business objectives. 

In finance, you must ensure the organization has financial 
results that other levels throughout the organization by other 
levels throughout the organization, to assist in determining 
how new or existing risks may be identified through 
the financial aspects of the organization. How does the 
frequency of financial-reporting tasks completed by your 
team impact the stakeholders? This is one of several key 
questions to help determine how your position impacts the 
program. This component has three principles associated 
with it to help guide you through this process. 

Information, Communication and Reporting
Based on technology and the magnitude of data 

maintained by organizations today, having a process to 
manage the data as it relates to the risks it very important, 
which will in turn help to maintain focus on the objectives 
that support the mission, vision, and core values. It is 
important to determine the most appropriate method for 
communicating reports on the risk, culture, and performance 
of the organization. Due the consistent reporting that a 
finance department has in place, it isn’t uncommon for 
finance to help manage the reporting in conjunction with IT. 
This component has three principles associated with it to 
help guide you through this process. 

Being a part of the finance function of an organization 
is crucial in implementing or revising the ERM program 
to align with the updated COSO framework. The 
communication with the board and other executive 
management will help determine the objectives of the 
organization as well as the risks and how to react at the 
onset of the risks. From your view, the financial data can 
showcase significant aspects of the organization to help 
others continuously evaluate the risks associated with 
their department. 

Amy Ribick is an Advisory Principal with Brown Smith Wallace.
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CORPORATE FINANCE

Put Your Foot 

Three ways to help reduce your 
organization’s carbon footprint

DOWN
VINCENT MANIER

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
• Companies have data that reveals 

their energy performance. These 
numbers can reveal fluctuations 
in electricity consumption, and 
symptoms of larger problems.

• Building a company energy-saving 
plan requires change and cooperation 
across many departments.

• Paying attention to changes in 
energy regulation is essential 
to influence the environmental 
health of the organization. 
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Put Your Foot 

It wasn’t long ago that carbon reduction 
was nowhere near the top of a CFO’s list 
of concerns or considerations. That isn’t 

the case any longer. Today, there’s a growing 
consensus that financial and environmental 
performance go hand-in-hand and, as such, 
more CFOs are stepping up to the challenge 
of setting the carbon reduction strategies for 
their organizations. 

As CFO of an energy and sustainability 
company, I can say that I’ve been privileged to 
be part of that growing trend. Over the years, 
I’ve witnessed many finance peers leading 
their organizations toward a healthier future 
by taking action and proactively addressing 
climate change challenges.  

Last November, I attended an event 
which brought together energy, facility and 
finance leaders across 75 organizations for 
the pure purpose of knowledge sharing. 
During the event, one of the common 
themes that kept surfacing was how much 
we as CFOs are counted on to be pillars 
and champions of our organization’s 
carbon reduction and overall sustainability 
strategies. But we know that a lot is 
involved when it comes to being that 
champion—especially in a landscape that 
seems to be continuously evolving. 

We know that there is no easy path to 
reducing an organization’s carbon footprint. 
There is no one-size-fits-all approach to 

success. But over the years, there have 
been some solid best practices that have 
surfaced. Here are three ways finance leaders 
can take advantage of the demand for more 
sustainable business operations and navigate 
the regulatory changes on the horizon. 

Put data to work. 
As financial professionals, we rely on 

numbers to guide recommendations—and 
the same principle applies to putting energy 
numbers to work. Just like organizations 
today have quarterly financial reports 
and billing statements that indicate their 
financial performance, they also have data 
that reveals their energy performance. This 
data is found in utility bills and increasingly 
in reports from connected sensors and 
operating systems about equipment energy 
usage and performance from the plant floor 
to the corporate office. Utility bills can reveal 
fluctuations in electricity consumption, and 
connected machine or Internet of Things 
(IoT) data can reveal symptoms of a larger 
problem, such as alerts indicating that a 
warehouse door is continuously left ajar, 
causing the AC to expend extra energy to 
cool the facility.

An example that comes to mind is Timothy 
Lezgus, a manager at Con Edison, an electric, 
steam and gas utility that delivers energy to 
New York City. Lezgus used Ecova's advanced 
energy analytics technology to analyze huge 
energy savings for more than 1,000 utility 
customers. The 176 Gigawatt hours (GWh) 
these tools identified is equal to the energy 
usage of 13,061 homes in one year. He 
recognizes that the data his organization has 
available can be put to work to save money 
and increase operational efficiencies—and the 
same can apply for companies in all industries. 

Without the hard utility data, managers 
would be blindly implementing energy 
saving measures that might align with a 
company’s financial and sustainability goals, 
but have minimal impact. Either on their own 
or as a pair, utility and IoT data can be the 
backbone for first assessing current energy 
usage and environmental impact and then 
instituting company-wide goals to reduce 
carbon emissions.
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Build new lines of communication. 
Building a company energy-saving plan requires 

change and cooperation across many departments, 
including finance. As CFOs, we have a unique role 
here; we not only need to manage the financial 
risks of implementing energy-saving measures, 
but we also need to communicate those risks and 
rewards to internal stakeholders—starting with 
company leaders. 

CFOs play a critical role in a carbon reduction 
campaign, particularly for global corporations, where 
there may not be a system in place for financial 
leaders to be briefed on every business action that 
would affect carbon emissions goals. A business 
development team, for example, might look to build a 
new facility to house a growing research team. That’s 
great news for the company as a whole, but unless 
there’s a line of communication from the business 
development team to the finance team, the financial 
benefits of adding energy-saving measure to the 
new facility might not be realized until it’s too late. 
Communicating from the beginning gives the CFO 
an opportunity to work energy-saving and energy–
monitoring measures into any major business plan.

This includes not only communicating with 
department heads, but also ensuring the information 
is disseminated to all employees. A study by Ernst 
& Young revealed that employees are the second 
most important stakeholders to support a company’s 
sustainability initiatives, behind customers and 
ahead of shareholders, policymakers and NGOs. By 
communicating the value of sustainability initiatives, 
all internal stakeholders can understand and begin to 
support the company-wide goals.

Pay attention to regulatory changes
Employees and customers are demanding more 

sustainable business operations, forcing financial 
and business leaders to align their goals to see 
how they can adjust in a financially sustainable 
way. As financial leaders, our efforts support 
carbon-cutting goals, but we also recognize that we 
aren’t policy or energy experts. A few groups have 
recognized this need, and are sharing information 
to help businesses navigate policy changes. One 
of these groups, the Task Force on Climate-Related 
Disclosures (TCFD), focuses on disclosing climate-
related risks to businesses. 

Two additional groups, the Carbon Disclosure 
Project (CDP) and the We Mean Business Coalition, 
launched the Carbon Pricing Corridors initiative, 

which aims to define the carbon prices needed for 
large market players to meet the Paris Agreement. 
The group plans to release a report that’s focused 
on the power sector, and the range of carbon-related 
price signals needed through 2030. More than 1,000 
forward-looking businesses have also adopted, or 
plan to adopt, a policy of voluntarily implementing 
an internal carbon tax, understanding an increasing 
demand for such initiatives from the public and from 
changing policy. Paying attention to the resources 
offered by these groups is a sure way to help 
organizations better anticipate what’s coming in 
energy regulation. 

Because corporate responsibility initiatives are 
only one aspect of our role as finance leaders, 
it can be a challenge to keep up with all of the 
moving parts of the energy and sustainability 
landscape—particularly when it comes to reducing 
an organization’s carbon footprint. This is where 
I see peer-to-peer sharing opportunities to be of 
huge value.

• Keep your ear to the ground and follow the 
experience. It’s not hard these days to find 
articles, events and other networking forums 
that are intended to either offer peer-to-peer 
advice or offer CFOs the opportunity to share 
experiences, challenges and successes. 

• Don’t be afraid to reach out. With your ear to 
the ground, you’ll likely come across finance 
leaders who seem to be leading the charge on 
carbon reduction goals and progress. Leverage 
these peers. Reach out! More often than not, 
we want to help each other out—particularly 
when it comes to something as complex as 
carbon strategy. 

• Pay it forward and share your experiences. 
Just as you and I appreciate learning from 
our peers, your peers appreciate the learnings 
that you bring to the table as well.  As CFOs 
forge into uncharted waters with carbon and 
sustainability strategy, our collective experience 
is one of our greatest assets. 

As CFOs, we are in a prime position to prompt 
change in our company’s sustainability initiatives. 
By putting data to work, building new lines of 
communication and paying attention to regulatory 
changes, we move closer to having the tools we 
need to influence the financial and environmental 
health of their organizations.

Vincent Manier is CFO of Ecova.

CORPORATE FINANCE continued
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INTEGRATED BUSINESS PLANNING

How FP&A and treasury can 
increase profits by five percent of sales
DEAN SORENSEN

Closing Integration 
and Complexity Gaps

Research estimates the cost of complexity at up to five percent of sales1 for global 
organizations.  What’s more, most executives2 view internal complexities as a key barrier 
to growth—one that needs to be better managed.  By extension, complexity management 

is a challenge that’s becoming of similar importance to Finance executives—especially those in 
treasury and financial planning and analysis (FP&A) roles.

One major obstacle stands in the way of more effective complexity management: the processes 
and structures that organizations use to plan, manage and govern their business. More 
specifically, immature and outdated ones that obscure risk, reinforce functional silos, suboptimize 
resource allocation and impede change. The underlying problem: inadequate integration.
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INTEGRATED BUSINESS PLANNING continued

Exhibit 1: Despite technology investments, complex organizations have difficulty achieving interconnected 
planning and performance management objectives, while also making these processes more effective and efficient

Integrating enterprise planning and performance 
management (P&PM) processes is not a new idea.  In fact, 
it’s an explicit objective of many organizations. However, few 
achieve mature processes that fully integrate strategy, finance 
and operations.  One reason is that legacy software tools don’t 
always support them.

These experiences vary by sector, as each has its own 
integration challenges.  None more so than manufacturing—
the sector that institutionalized Integrated Business Planning 
(IBP) as a business term. Like most global manufacturers, one 
used a combination of sales and operations planning (S&OP) 
and strategic corporate performance management (CPM) 
tools to support IBP.  While they were satisfied with basic 
budgeting, reporting, consolidation and S&OP processes, they 
have difficulty achieving more advanced and interconnected 
objectives, like those shown in exhibit 1. And doing so, 
while also making planning and performance management 
processes more effective and efficient.

Stalled maturity
Such experiences are not uncommon – especially when 

they involve the use of legacy P&PM tools.   They expose one 
reality for complex organizations. Their efforts to improve and 
integrate strategic, financial and operational P&PM processes 
have stalled. They’ve been unable to make meaningful 
improvements to resource quantification and strategy and 
profit alignment—two objectives that define the degree of 
P&PM process integration and maturity. These terms are 
summarized below and illustrated in exhibit 2. 
1.	 Resource	Quantification:	Quickly and accurately 

quantify financial and operational resources that support 
desired revenue, profit, cost, service and quality targets, 
across multiple functions and entities.

2.	 Profit	&	Strategy	Alignment:	Quickly reset targets and 
rewards, while reallocating resources across functions 
and entities to fund objectives and optimize operating 
results and project portfolio ROI.

Exhibit 2: Global organizations often lack four critical capabilities that impair their ability to manage complexity, 
thereby exposing common symptoms of processes and technologies that are not fully integrated

A. Resource Quantification
1. Integrated Scenarios: Inaccurate, incomplete and immature 

planning models and processes that don’t expose financial 
 and operational risk
2. Connected Outcomes and Tradeoffs: Strategy and related 

targets disconnected from financial and operational plans 
 and underlying assumptions

B. Profit & Strategy Alignment
3. Cross Functional Governance: Static and functionally-focused 

budgets & rewards reinforce silos and promote decisions and 
behaviors that undermine performance

4. Concurrent Processes: Fragmented and sequential processes 
take too long, thereby impeding change responsiveness
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Resource Quantification

Complexity 
Gap

...While Making Process Effective and Efficient
Minimize

• Process and solution complexity
• Time to learn and master software
• Reliance on key individuals and consultants
• Time & cost to implement and update solutions
• Cost of both financial and operational processes

Maximize
• Process speed and flexibility
• Front line ownership of plans and targets
• Productivity of Finance and Operations Staff

Achieve Interconnected Objectives...
Improve

• Accuracy of profit and cash flow forecasts
• Scenario planning that provides risk visibility 
• Tax and foreign currency exposure planning
• Cost, profit and working capital management
• Product & customer portfolio management

Establish
• Operationally-realistic rolling forecasts
• Profit-based sales and operations planning
• Cross functional coordination and alignment 

See more at: http://bit.ly/ZiqzVNU
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Despite investments in software and other management 
approaches, capability gaps remain. This is depicted by 
the difference between points X and Y on the chart. I call 
this the “complexity gap.” While many factors comprise 
this gap, I will focus on four. These factors expose 
critical flaws in legacy P&PM software tools, while also 
highlighting incremental capabilities supported by newer 
and innovative ones.

Capability 1: Integrated scenarios
The first of these capabilities is integrated scenarios—

collaborative processes that simultaneously evaluate 
the financial and operational impact of potential actions 
or events, on all aspects of a business, across multiple 
functions and legal entities. What distinguishes these 
processes from traditional ones is that they are enabled 
by integrated models that are shared by financial and 
operational applications and processes.

Integrated models come in two forms, classic examples 
of which come from the manufacturing sector. The first 
and more basic type uses operational modelling logic 
such as planning bills of materials and routings to drive 
P&PM processes. The second and more advanced model 
uses prescriptive analytics—tools with highly advanced 
activity, supply chain and financial planning logic. For 
example, these processes provide the means to quantify 
how revenue, direct and indirect costs, enterprise capacity, 
direct cash flows, working capital and foreign currency 
exposure would be affected by the following events:

• Loss of a major customer
• Changes in demand volume or mix
• Replacing a domestic vendor with a foreign one
• Moving a major product launch forward or backwards.
The capabilities underlying such scenario planning 

processes go well beyond those of legacy P&PM 
software tools. The best evidence of this lies in cash flow 
forecasting. It remains one of the least developed and most 
problematic financial processes in global organizations. 
One reason is that legacy P&PM tools aren’t equipped 
to support them. They lack modeling capabilities that 
can accurately adjust for changes in volume, mix and 
operational constraints. What’s not always appreciated 
is that the models needed for mature cash flow, working 
capital and tax planning and forecasting are the same ones 
that support mature supply chain planning processes.

The key point is that global organizations require 
advanced planning models that can cope with complex 
supply and demand relationships that often span multiple 
functions and entities. What’s more, these models need 
to be shared by finance and operations as part of a 
single work flow, one that integrates rolling forecasts and 

sales and operations planning. What results from such 
integration are vastly superior scenario planning processes 
that effectively identify and respond to risk.

Capability 2: Cross-functional governance
Who owns the performance of key business processes, like 

order to cash? For most companies, the answer to this question 
is not always obvious. In fact, in many cases, it’s no single 
person. While you may have process coordinators that maintain 
flow charts, procedures and measures, you don’t have process 
owners with decision rights, ones that have the authority to 
change processes and targets, while reallocating resources 
across multiple functions and entities to fund these changes.

The foundation for such ownership lies in the ability 
to provide business process cost information that people 
believe is accurate. At a minimum, this means that actual 
and budgeted process costs must be always reconciled to 
all financial records. This also means that P&PM processes 
must also incorporate business process management. In other 
words, they must support what I call matrix planning. This 
capability is beyond what legacy P&PM tools support.

The absence of this capability is one of the primary reasons 
why only twenty percent of organizations achieve effective 
cross functional alignment3 and why seventy percent4 fail to 
achieve improvement targets related to lean and six sigma.  
After all, you can’t govern what you can’t plan!

Capability 3: Connected outcomes and tradeoffs
Optimizing enterprise performance is a key role for senior 

executives. But do you have a formal mechanism for doing 
so? Tradeoffs between cost, quality and service govern 
virtually every aspect of enterprise performance. Yet most 
lack the ability to explicitly manage them. Going back to the 
order to cash example, most organizations don’t explicitly:

• Manage tradeoffs between targets for cost per order, 
perfect order fulfillment and days in receivables

• Translate these targets into the activities and tasks that 
comprise processes, across functions and entities

• Embed tradeoff target-setting and translation process 
into financial and operational planning and forecasting.

Who owns the performance 
of key business processes, 
like order to cash? For most 
companies, the answer to this 
question is not always obvious.
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Fully integrated processes enable organizations to explicitly 
translate balanced scorecard objectives and targets into the 
processes that deliver customer value propositions. This 
translation process drives strategy execution by exposing key 
assumptions that underlie the targets comprising strategic 
objectives. What’s more, it enables cost structures to more 
effectively adjust to changing market conditions.

The absence of such capabilities is one of the primary 
reasons why complex organizations have difficulty 
managing costs. In fact, 90 percent5 fail to sustain cost 
reductions for more than 3 years.

Capability 4: Concurrent processes
While technology has certainly improved P&PM 

processes, cycle times remain long. Technology-enabled 
integration of work flows and prescriptive analytics does 
three things to address this:

• Model ownership can be distributed to front 
 line employees
• Non-value added activities caused by fragmented 

processes can be eliminated
• Planning activities can be done concurrently, rather 

than sequentially.
The absence of this capability is one of the primary 

reasons that organizations experience difficulty executing 
effective sales and operations planning and rolling forecast 
processes within monthly cycles. By collapsing cycle time, 
they can address this issue, while also enabling rapid 
and effective mid-course corrections. In so doing, these 
processes can play a pivotal role in enabling enterprise 
agility objectives.

Redefining full Integration
These four business capabilities comprise the key 

differences between fully and partially integrated P&PM 
processes.  They also highlight the importance of 
technology innovations that enable greater process maturity. 
More specifically, how they support three things that legacy 
P&PM tools do not:

• Combine strategic, financial and operational 
applications into a single P&PM process

• Execute these processes and manage performance 
horizontally across functions and entities

• Embed prescriptive analytics into these processes 
 and applications.
The persistence of these capability gaps exposes one 

reality: P&PM processes that are supported by legacy tools 
don’t always provide the basis for effective complexity 
management, either on their own or when combined with 
others as part of a process. This is because they are based 

on outdated views about what full integration entails, why it 
is important and what it is worth!

While newer technologies address these gaps, three 
factors limit their use.  First, they aren’t well known, as 
most are less than 5 years old.  Second, they don’t fit neatly 
into existing categories used by technology analysts, like 
S&OP, strategic CPM and Business Intelligence.  Third, and 
following from the second, organizations continue to design 
P&PM processes and buy software to meet functional needs, 
not enterprise ones.

Capitalizing on opportunity
Fully integrated P&PM processes enable step-change 

improvements to how organizations plan, manage and 
govern their business. By extension, they also enable 
similar improvements to the ability of finance functions to 
drive business value as a more effective business partner.  
In the process, they address key challenges of treasury and 
FP&A executives.

Capitalizing on these process innovations cannot be done 
in silos. It requires an enterprise-wide approach to P&PM 
process definition, standardization and governance – one 
that focuses on these four business capabilities and the 
technologies that can support them.

One way to organize these efforts is through a center of 
excellence that coordinates these activities across strategy, 
finance and operations.  Those leading the COE will need to 
look beyond functionally-driven biases to objectively assess 
the opportunities and risks associated with technology 
innovations. They will be in the best position to leverage 
integrated processes to address challenges of `all stakeholders, 
especially complexity-related ones of senior executives.

Sources:
1. AT Kearney, How much does complexity really cost?, 2007
2. Harvard Business Review, The greatest barriers to growth, according 

to executives, Zook, May 2016
3. Harvard Business Review, Why strategy execution unravels – and 

what to do about it, Sull & Homkes, March 2015
4. Alix Partners, Survey on the effectiveness of manufacturing-

improvement programs, June 2011
5. Corporate Executive Board, Dynamic Market-Paced Resource 

Allocation, 2008

Complexity Definition:
Complexity costs come in two basic forms: external and internal.   
External sources are those the company can’t control, like regulations 
associated with operating in multiple countries. Internal complexity 
– the focus of this article – is driven by the number of products, 
customers, suppliers, processes and entities within an organization. 
More specifically, by the degree of variability, interdependecy and non 
linear relationships between them.  Internal complexity costs, therefore, 
are those resulting from decisions (and non-decisions) that (knowingly 
or unknowingly) may improve performance of one part of a business, at 
the expense of another.

INTEGRATED BUSINESS PLANNING continued
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FP&A

UNBIASED
How cognitive bias 
affects FP&A—and 
what to do about it

BILL MYERS
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FP&A practitioners are used to volatility. 
But not all unpleasant surprises are external. 
Sometimes, the enemy can come from within 
in the form of blind spots. 

“Cognitive bias” is the phrase that some 
scientists give our blind spots. Broadly 
speaking, cognitive biases can take on many 
forms (See above). You can probably think of 
plenty of examples on your own of companies 
or groups that either thought they knew 
something (and didn’t) or should’ve known 
something (and didn’t). 

Even worse, these blind spots can lead to 
cascading errors. 

“FP&A professionals will have to deal on a 
daily basis with cognitive biases, both their own 
and the business partners they work with,” said 
Barry Huisman, FP&A, a finance manager at a 
multinational company. “As a result they need 

to be more aware than others whether or not 
they are dealing with biased information. A good 
example here is dealing with a business partner 
that believes that the trend will improve, especially 
when though decisions need to made.”

Huisman recalled how, in a prior job, he was 
confronted with frequent cost overruns from 
one of the business units. Initially he believed 
that they could recover the overrun, but that 
did not happen. “This had a serious impact on 
myself and the management team of the unit, 
with our corporate center coming down hard 
on us,” he said. “My reaction in future years 
was that I was ultra-skeptical when it came to 
plans of recovering from an underperformance 
position and it was really hard to convince me 
that it was possible, so I was holding on to 
funds for improvement longer than needed.”

So how are FP&A professionals to know what 
they don’t know when the very atmosphere 
seems choked with unknown unknowns? 

Hard-wiring problem 
The fault may well be in our evolution, said 

Philip Fernbach, a marketing professor at the 
University of Colorado. “People didn’t evolve as 
corporate financial analysts,” he said. “There 
are many, many biases that end up getting 
people tripped up.”

Fernbach, who will keynote note AFP’s 
inaugural FinNext conference next March, 
is one of the social scientists who shy away 
from using the term “cognitive bias.” He 
prefers the term “heuristic” to refer to problem-
solving models our primitive brains developed 
hundreds of thousands of years ago. Those 
problem-solving models our brains run to help 
us make judgments and decisions can serve us 
well. But sometimes they emphatically can’t—
especially when those models are very large 
and complex, such as supply-chain forecasting.

For Fernbach, the biggest threat to 
careful planning is overconfidence. “A lot of 
overconfidence has to do with preferentially 
processing information in a way that favors 
our pet hypothesis,” he said. “We see evidence 
that’s consistent with it we take it and move on.”

FP&A continued

What’s Your Bias? 
Here are a few examples of cognitive bias: 

Dunning-Kruger Effect: When people over-
estimate their expertise in a subject area. There’s 
also a corollary that truly expert people tend to 
underestimate their own expertise. 

IKEA Effect: Attaching higher value to an object 
or project just because you worked on it. 

Planning Fallacy: Consistently under-estimating 
how much time a task or project will take, 
despite mounds of previous data.

Sunflower Bias: The tendency to follow the boss’ 
ideas and suggestions no matter what. 

Champion Bias: The tendency to follow 
someone else’s suggestions or ideas because 
they’ve got a good track record. 

Confirmation Bias: Listening more carefully, or 
even cherry-picking, information that supports 
our previous conclusions. 
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The good news, Fernbach and others say, 
is that FP&A professionals are in a place to do 
something about them. Just as the brain can 
play tricks on us, we can play tricks on it, too—
with profitable outcomes. 

‘Where has the money gone?’
Take the case of RWE, the German electric 

utility that found itself short about €10 billion 
in the late 2000s. “In the business cases 
underlying these decisions,” CFO Bernhard 
Gunther told McKinsey for a profile last May, 
“we were betting on the assumptions of ever-
rising commodity process, ever-rising power 
prices. We were not alone in our industry in 
hitting a kind of investment peak at that time.”

When RWE’s board inquired—“Where has 
the shareholders’ money gone?” Gunther 
quoted them as saying—officials at RWE had 
to do some serious re-thinking. “What became 
obvious is that we had fallen victim to a number 
of cognitive biases in combination,” he recalled. 

In response, RWE adopted a formal, top-
down overhaul with more formalized roles for 
team members to help guard against biases. 
There are certainly several concrete steps that 
practitioners can take. (See right) 

Soft skills 
Guarding against blind spots doesn’t have to be 

formal or even complex. It may be just a matter of 
getting out of the office, said Larry Serven, owner 
of the Buttonwood Group, a consulting firm. 

“The FP&A people themselves know an 
awful lot about financial modeling, accounting, 
about Excel,” he said. “They know a lot about 
these areas so they’re good to go. The skills the 
people really need to learn to go the next level 
are the soft skills—relationship-building, how 
the business works.” 

Recently, Serven worked with a senior 
analyst who thought she knew the business 
well but decided to go on a series of “ride 
alongs” with the company’s road crews. 

“She thought that was only going to last 
about a month or so,” Serven said. “And six 
months in, she realized this was the best thing 

she had ever done. She had a much deeper, 
better understanding of what these crews were 
all about, the challenges they face, how they 
organized their time, how they prioritized. It 
went miles beyond what she was able to glean 
from the spreadsheets.”

The lesson, Serven said, is clear: “I think 
we all gravitate to things that we do well. As 
an analytical people we tend to gravitate to 
spreadsheets and financial models. And that’s 
great but I think if we’re going to get to the next 
level in terms of our analysis and the value we 
bring to the business, we have to go beyond 
that. We have to develop our soft skills so we 
can effectively partner with the business and in 
partnering with the business and much better.”

Phil Fernbach is a keynote speaker at FinNext, March 18-20, 
in San Francisco. Learn more at www.FinNext.org. 

How to Prevent Cognitive Bias
Here are some concrete steps you can take 
to guard against cognitive bias: 

Devil’s Advocate: A formal position where 
somebody on a team is tapped to criticize any 
given plan or set of assumptions. 

Red Teaming: Designating a group that 
constantly tests the larger organization’s 
strategy and tactics. It grew out of the U.S. 
military after the Iraq War in 2003. 

Pre-Mortem: Before starting a project, talking 
about all the ways it can fail. 

Consider the Alternatives: A slightly less formal 
process than Devil’s Advocate, but, in essence, 
leadership asks (and encourages) staff to come 
up with alternative explanations for data, or 
alternatives to plans being aid out. 

Consider the Unknowns: Slightly less formal, 
this technique requires some time set aside 
during strategic planning for people to come 
up with ideas for what we’re all missing.
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?
FP&A

BHAG 
What's Your

Let’s talk about Big 
Hairy Audacious Goals

BRYAN LAPIDUS, FP&A

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
• A big hairy audacious goal (BHAG) is a goal that is big enough to lift us 

out of our short-term focus and set our sights on an exciting horizon.

• A well-designed BHAG should be at the intersection of your company’s vision, 
the capabilities that you have or want to develop, and financial sustainability.

• Setting a BHAG based on accounting goals carries risks; it can be an invitation 
to manipulate the books, or sacrifice good strategy for revenues and profits. 
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? In 1963, when President John F. Kennedy proposed his goal of landing a man on the 
moon and returning him back to earth, it was literally and figuratively an out-of-this 
world proposal. In today’s vernacular, it was a big hairy audacious goal: the Soviet 

Union had fired Sputnik into orbit and it seemed like we were behind. Yet it galvanized 
the imagination, put forces and resources into motion that are comparable in scope 
to the Manhattan Project, and ultimately was successful. In the process, it expanded 
known science, created new technology, and stretched our capabilities as a nation and 
as the human race. 

The term “big hairy audacious goal” (BHAG) comes from the 1994 book, “Built to 
Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies,” by James Collins and Jerry Porras. 
Kennedy’s moon shot is held up as the prime example of a BHAG. But what makes a 
good BHAG, how does it relate to other planning tools, and what are the dangers if it is 
used incorrectly? 

What is a BHAG?
A BHAG is a goal that is big enough to lift us out of our everyday thinking and short-

term focus on the month, quarter and year, and set our sights on an exciting horizon. 
For Collins, it is an emotional calling to an organization: "A true BHAG is clear and 
compelling, serves as unifying focal point of effort, and acts as a clear catalyst for team 
spirit,” and would have to satisfy a few criteria.

• The goal should be set 10-30 years in the future.
• There must be a real chance of failure (Collins says 30-50 percent). If the goal is a 

certainty, then it fails to stretch the imagination and propel real change.
• The goal forces a transformation; current tools, processes and methods will not be 

sufficient to deliver on the goal. It should pull everyone out of their comfort zone.
• It should be exciting. Quoting from the book, “A BHAG engages people. It reaches 

out and grabs them in the gut. It is tangible, energizing, highly focused. People ‘get 
it’ right away; it takes little or no explanation.”

• The goal should be specific enough so that people will know when it has 
 been achieved.

"A true BHAG is clear 
and compelling, serves 
as unifying focal point of 
effort, and acts as a clear 
catalyst for team spirit.”
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Relationship to other planning tools
This may seem like one more fuzzy consulting buzzword to 

mix in with strategy, mission, vision, purpose, and of course, 
regular goals. A well-designed BHAG should challenge all of 
the above by being at the intersection of the following: 

• The vision of what your company wants to accomplish 
in the world, and to the mission in order to be relatable to 
your employees, shareholders and customers. If not, then 
it may not fit under the umbrella of your current company. 

• The capabilities that you have or want to develop, 
thereby including your strategy of how to compete in 
the market. The BHAG may require you to transform 
your capabilities (people, process, technology).

• Financial sustainability.
The BHAG may not necessarily tie to your current strategy 

and goals; a transformational vision may demand a similarly 
transformational approach to achieving it, and your current 
strategy may not get there. 

Stretch goals are not the same as BHAGs. A stretch goal 
may be go beyond your stated goal by 5 or 10 percent, to 
do a bit more of the work that is currently under progress, 
perhaps by working a bit longer or being more efficient in 
what you are doing. A BHAG might be a 30 or 50 percent 
improvement, which is not something you can do by putting 
in a few more hours at the office.

Dangers of doing it wrong
Setting a BHAG based on accounting goals carries several 

risks. Since there is some discretion in accounting, this 
can be an invitation to manipulate the books to achieve the 
goals. Also, revenues and profits can come at the expense 
of good strategy; a company can cut prices to boost volume 
and achieve a revenue goal, at the expense of an income 
goal. Also, accounting goals do not tie to a vision and 
mission, and therefore may not engage the broader company 
as much as those who get a bonus for reaching the goal. 

Similarly, a BHAG that does not align with strategy can 
seem incongruous. If it is too narrow, it will put focus on one 
section of the company to the detriment of others. If it is too 
general, it may have no relevance to strategy and operations, 
leading to confusion. A goal should not compromise other 
critical company elements that also motivate employees, 
such as corporate philosophy and principles. And selecting 
a size BHAG should not be considered a substitute for 
strategy, but if you do set a giant target in the distance, it 
will shape your strategy. In some cases that is desired; in 
others it is a problem. 

The BHAG approach calls for a 10 to 30-year goal; 
how many goals are constant or relevant over that time 
period? Some successful BHAGs are, such as wiping out 
polio (nearly there!) or malaria. But businesses find that 
the technology and landscape change so quickly that it 
is hard to set such an audacious long-term goal that will 
hold up over time without limiting your options. What if 
your company needs to pivot, sell itself, or divest? Will 
management toss out the BHAG? 

An example of doing it right
Some successful BHAGs include the following: 
• Stanford sets a goal to become the “Harvard of the West.”
• Boeing sets a goal to bring the world into the jet age.
• Merck sets a goal to change from a chemical 

manufacture to preeminent drug-making company.
• Nike sets a goal to “crush Adidas.” 
• Walmart sets a goal to become a $125 billion company 

in 10 years.
• Subway sets a goal to open 1,000 stores in the next decade.

Bryan Lapidus, FP&A, is a contributing consultant and author 
to the Association for Financial Professionals. Reach him at 
BLapidus@AllegianceAG.com.

Toyota North American Parts Organization tackled their three-part goal
Here is a link to a short article that explains how Toyota’s North American Parts Organization tackled 

their three-part goal around cost reduction, inventory reduction and customer service improvement 

(although a BHAG purist could claim this was a stretch goal, the approach is instructional). 

https://www.americanexpress.com/us/small-business/openforum/articles/how-to-set-a-bhag-1/ 

Toyota then disaggregated the goal to smaller objectives that would meet the goal, and to force 

themselves to think differently, they set contradictory objectives—reduce inventory and reduce 

backorders (usually reducing one increases the other), reduce package and reduce damage, reduce 

freight and reduce lead time, etc.
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FP&A

What Are the 
Advanced Excel 
Skills Required of FP&A?       

 Data and data analysis 
There is a running joke in BI 
communities that the most used 
feature in any business intelligence 
solution is the ‘Export to Excel’ 
button.” That is because Excel is 
flexible, and allows you to immediately 
review your data and test it by building 
models off the extract. 

FP&A must be fluent in looking at 
data via pivot tables and data tables, 
and then sorting and sifting through 
data using filtering functions. A 
higher level is to add the Power Pivot 
add-in to your base installation of 
Excel so that you can, in the word of 
Microsoft, “mash up large volumes 
of data from various sources, perform 
information analysis rapidly, and 
share insights easily.”

Microsoft has worked hard recently 
to expand Excel’s ability to obtain 
and manage data. It has always been 
easy to create or import a flat text 
file, such as a CSV or text delimited 
file, where rows of data are put into 
a single row separated by a comma, 
paragraph mark, semicolon or other 
notation. Excel has expanded its “Get 
External Data” to “Get & Transform” 
functions in the 2016 version, calling 

FP&A must be fluent in best 
practices of building models, 
including: separating inputs, 
calculations and outputs; never hard-
coding a formula; and color-coding 
your variables and parameters to 
rapidly identify them. Then, we should 
add error-proof checks into the model, 
and use the formula auditing tools 
to navigate through it. To enhance 
collaboration, and since we often share 
models around the enterprise, we need 
to add security features to lock sheets 
or cells, and establish drop-down 
menus for users. 

Advanced modeling also includes 
using GOAL SEEK from the ribbon 
bar’s What-If Analysis; extra credit for 
getting familiar with the ribbon bar’s 
Forecast Sheet to automatically make 
projections based on historical data.

 Reporting
In many ways, reporting is equal 

parts art and science, but advanced 
skills here include the ability to build 
dashboards, knowing which graph 
tells the story best, and presenting 
your information in the clearest way 
possible—clear message, uncluttered 
graphs, consistent formatting of font 
style and size, decimals, alignment, 
etc. The reports and exports should be 
able to tell a story if they were read by 
your boss without you there to explain 
the page. 

With 750 million installations of 
Excel worldwide, it is clear that we 
will be using Excel alongside other 
specialized tools for years to come; it is 
our responsibility to use it well. 

Bryan Lapidus, FP&A, is a contributing 
consultant and author to the Association 
for Financial Professionals. Reach him at 
BLapidus@AllegianceAG.com.

Job descriptions for financial planning and analysis (FP&A) 

positions tend to list advanced Excel skills among the 

requirements. But what are the key skills required? Let’s look at 

three broad areas where FP&A might interact with Excel. 

its steps as follows: Connect to a data 
source, starting with a new query to 
pull data from a file, database, online 
or cloud source; Transform, or simple 
editing functions you can perform on 
your data; Combine, or create tables 
from a single or multiple sources; and 
Share, in which you save or send, 
presumably using the MS Office 
tools. This is designed to imitate 
a data vendor’s ETL functionality: 
extract, transform and load.

Extra credit for building regressions 
to help determine covariance and 
key drivers. 

Building models 
The process of building models 
may start with the very data set just 
imported. There are sets of functions 
that FP&A should know to manage 
the data, whether it is for analysis 
or application into a model. Some 
include picking out data points, 
including HLOOKUP, VLOOKUP, 
OFFSET, CHOOSE and INDEX, 
MATCH, COLUMN, ROW. Prepare 
text and date data using CONCAT 
and logical (IF, AND, OR, LEFT, MID, 
RIGHT) formulas. 

BRYAN LAPIDUS, FP&A
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Meantime
When does using 

interim treasury 
resources 

make sense?
JON SCOTT

TREASURY MANAGEMENT

In the

There are several reasons why an organization might quite suddenly 
require a significant expansion of its treasury capabilities, including:
• In relation to corporate activities such as acquisitions, spin-offs or 

carveouts, add-on acquisitions, IPOs or MBOs
• Business expansion into new regions or during a restructuring 
 of a company 
• Sudden departure of key treasury staff or even planned 
 temporary absences such as maternity leave, sabbaticals and 

management rotations
• A change in senior management, such as a new CFO, can lead to 
 a need for new capabilities or skillsets which may only be efficiently 

fulfilled in the short term by interim resources
• Treasury undertaking a major initiative, such as a bank relationship 

overhaul or selecting and implementing a new TMS, requiring the 
seconded participation of permanent treasury resources, resulting in a 
need for interim professionals to back-fill and handle day to 

 day operations.
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Many corporate events result in urgent requirements 
to establish or modify a functional treasury operation, 
quickly and effectively. Treasury may well not have 
been a priority during the negotiation and closing 
phases of the transaction, but once the close of the 
deal looms, the new finance team may become aware 
that establishing or bolstering the treasury function is 
in fact an important requirement. The need for strong 
controls around liquidity and operational risk, and the 
management of financial exposure, are compelling 
reasons to act quickly. 

Capable treasury staff can be hard to recruit and 
retain, especially in regions remote from significant 
commercial and financial centers, and it’s certainly not 
something that happens overnight. In reaction to an 
urgent demand, there is likely to be a frustrating lead 
time in writing the necessary job descriptions, and 
organizing and completing a hiring exercise, not to 
mention notice periods and onboarding processes. 

It can be difficult to attract expert treasury 
analysts, let alone risk managers and senior or group 
treasurers. Additionally, the skills and requirements 
needed to define, design and set up a treasury 
function are not the same as those required to 
maintain day to day operations. While you need 
an experienced and strategic person to set up 
operations, your long-term solution may require less, 
or different, experience that may be achievable in a 
much more cost-efficient way. 

Similarly, while you will need a treasury function 
of sorts throughout the process, the permanent 
requirements are often not initially defined, may 
evolve as the company settles down or will change 
as a result of initial work carried out. But an event-
driven need is not always the driver. In today’s world 
of cost control and doing more with less, a corporate 
hiring freeze is not unusual, and using interim 
resources can be a way of continuing to operate 
and achieve change initiatives. Interim resources 

can not only provide strategic thinking, but also 
take ownership for decisions and deliver hands on 
operating capabilities, unfettered by the restrictions of 
independence or scope-limitation that define the role 
of many advisors. 

Resource levels 
Hiring interim resources provides the immediate 

benefit of putting qualified people on the ground, 
to establish a competent treasury team very swiftly. 
With the right partner, the team will be comprised 
of proven and experienced individuals, who are 
used to getting to work quickly and effectively, who 
understand the essential requirements, and get down 
to productive cash and risk management work. 

One of the beauties of interim resources is that they 
can take on any number of roles and responsibilities, 
at different levels, depending on the demands of the 
situation. The scope of the role of course depends 
on the scale of the requirements and the capabilities 
and capacity of whatever team is already in place. An 
interim solution offers the flexibility to provide the 
level and degree of expertise to fit the requirement:

Senior Professional
New interim leader or head of specific 
activity (e.g. risk manager, debt manager)

• Brings leadership skills and experience
• Likely to have strategic and operational 

capabilities
• Always willing to step into the detail, but capable 

of delegating
• Act in a position of management, as a partner to 

the company’s finance leaders.

Mid-level Professional
Manage a specific operational task or 
initiative that requires a particular skill-set 
or level of responsibility

• Likely hands-on and practical.



Lower-level Professional
Practical, flexible, likely over-qualified to 
be able to fill specific requirements

• Back-filling or covering for a specific 
 operational resource
• Providing the arms and legs for a specific initiative 

(e.g. setting up bank accounts, implementing 
forecasting or a new treasury management system). 

In an acquisition 
New ownership often leads to changes in the range 

of demands placed on treasury and the way it operates. 
These changes can be a result of the financial structure 
put in place to support the acquisition, the compliance 
and regulatory environment governing the business, 
or a change in the appetite for risk and accounting 
performance variability. The new requirements 
inevitably amplify the demands on the treasury team, 
and often lead to the need for additional staff or skillsets, 
as well as the use of more advanced or differently 
focused treasury management technology.

Treasury operational areas often heavily impacted 
by a change in ownership, especially when moving to 
a more highly leveraged, and possibly privately-owned 
environment include:

Cash Management: 
 Cash is king, especially to a new owner that, initially 

at least, tends to want to closely monitor the lifeblood 
of its new business. This is often exasperated during 
an acquisition, when cash balances are swept to 
minimal levels, and means it is essential to have 
timely access to up to date cash position and outlook 
information. This initially typically involves a hands 
on solution combined with establishing appropriate 
reporting tools, to track liquidity in each location 
across the organization, and enable treasury to ensure 
there is adequate liquidity in each location to meet its 
commitments. This initial manually intensive approach 
is tailor made for an interim resource, until a longer 
term, more sustainable approach is implemented.

Cash Forecasting: 
 New owners are always eager to get as much forward-

looking information as they can, to hopefully confirm 
their expectations regarding the performance of the 
business, so quickly establishing cashflow forecasting 
is often a high priority. This will also enable 
management to project likely liquidity needs further 
into the future, to plan for the deployment of surpluses 

to best effect or minimize borrowings. Experienced 
interim resources are well suited to design and put in 
place this process as the transaction closes.

Risk Management 
 A change in ownership often leads to a different risk 

profile, a new appetite towards financial risk, and 
variations in the objectives of managing the company’s 
exposures. It’s important for the company to quickly put 
in place a process to identify its likely future exposures, 
draw up a policy reflecting management’s risk appetite, 
and implement a structure and process to enable treasury 
to hedge the exposures. An interim resource with this 
expertise can quickly achieve these goals, execute the 
initial hedges, and transition the responsibility for the 
ongoing risk management program to the treasury team. 

Business acquisitions tend not to be driven by the goal of 
creating a world-class treasury department (unfortunately!) 
so treasury invariably needs to navigate a balancing act to 
rapidly deliver the required treasury performance within 
budgetary constraints and often shorter-term investment 
thresholds. Accordingly, an interim solution offers an 
attractive approach to implementing a solution quickly 
while avoiding longer term cost commitments.

A practical, expeditious solution
Interim resources are a way to leverage highly 

experienced, skilled people to provide professional 
treasury services, especially as a first response to a 
staffing or organizational crisis following a corporate 
transaction. They provide a practical and flexible means 
of achieving urgent or critical capabilities or a sound 
platform upon which to build an appropriate, permanent 
organization over time – or indeed prove to be the 
preferred solution for the medium term. 

Jon Scott is Managing Director, Global Treasury Operations, 
PMC Treasury.

TREASURY MANAGEMENT continued

“Business acquisitions tend 
not to be driven by the goal of 
creating a world-class treasury 
department (unfortunately!).”
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CERTIFIED TREASURY 
PROFESSIONAL (CTP)

Kathy Adams, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Oasis Petroleum Inc.
Kingwood, TX
UNITED STATES

Joseph Agnew, CTP
Treasury Manager
Whataburger, Inc.
New Braunfels, TX
UNITED STATES

Waeil Al Holo, CTP
Senior Treasury Officer
Cham Bank
Spring, TX
UNITED STATES

Amos Allen, CTP
Vice President
Poah Communities Llc
Kansas City, MO
UNITED STATES

Michele Amaya, CTP
Advisor-Senior Treasury 
Analyst
AARP
Downey, CA
UNITED STATES

Ali Amer, CTP
Head of Treasury
Sidra Medical and Research 
Center
Doha
QATAR

Robert Anderson, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Cummins, Inc.
Columbus, IN
UNITED STATES

Joseph Apau, CTP
VP; Relationship Manager
U.S. Bank
Worcester, MA
UNITED STATES

Andy Arduini, CTP
Head of International Banking
Huntington Bank
Cranberry Township, PA
UNITED STATES

AFP would like to recognize all of the newly designated CTPs & 
CTPAs from the 2017A (June 2017 – July2017) testing window

When working in treasury and finance, achieving the Certified 
Treasury Professional designation denotes credibility in your 
profession. These are professionals who have demonstrated 
the required knowledge, skills and abilities to meet this global 
standard of excellence.

The following financial professionals have successfully 
completed the rigorous examination requirements to earn 
their CTP or CTPA designation. They should be congratulated 
for their achievement and praised for reaching this level of 
finance professionalism.

JUNE - JULY 2017 CTPS & CTPAS

Kofi Attuah, CTP
Sr. Treasury Analyst
Woodbridge Foam 
Corporation
Toronto, ON
CANADA

Robin Auer, CTP
Treasury Service Associate 3
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
Minneapolis, MN
UNITED STATES

Ehab Aziz, CTP
Regional Financial Controller
AL-Mansoour Automotive
Cairo
EGYPT

Jonathan Azoff, CTP
Director, Office of Debt 
Management & Senior 
Counsel
Treasurer of the State 
of Ohio
Columbus, OH
UNITED STATES

Steven Bailey, CTP
Assistant Controller
The Wolff Company
Scottsdale, AZ
UNITED STATES

Jo Ann Balasa, CTP
Sr. Treasury Analyst
LKQ Corporation
Riverside, IL
UNITED STATES

Jennifer Balch-Kenney, CTP
Supervisor RE Accounting 
Operations
Franklin Street Properties 
Corp.
Tewksbury, MA
UNITED STATES

Kevin Baranowski, CTP
Treasury Analyst
GreatAmerica Financial 
Services Corporation
Cedar Rapids, IA
UNITED STATES

Amanda Bartley, CTP
Director of Finance & 
Treasury
Formica Corporation
Harrison, OH
UNITED STATES

Michael Behrendsen, CTP
Assistant Vice President
FirstBank
Lakewood, CO
UNITED STATES

Mina Bessey, CTP
Treasury Operations 
Manager
Mutual of Omaha Insurance 
Company
Papillion, NE
UNITED STATES

Daniel Best, CTP
Vice President
FCS Commercial Finance 
Group
Minneapolis, MN
UNITED STATES

Travis Betenson, CTP
Sr. Treasury Manager
Comenity
Salt Lake City, UT
UNITED STATES

Charles Bischoff, CTP
Treasury Analyst II
Keurig Green Mountain
Boston, MA
UNITED STATES

Sander Bitter, CTP
Treasury Manager EMEAA
Hillenbrand Germany 
Holding Gmbh
Stuttgart
GERMANY

John Boktor, CTP
Senior Treasury and Credit 
Officer
Obegi Chemicals Group
Cairo
EGYPT

Bodo Borgards, CTP
Director
Societe Generale
Weehawken, NJ
UNITED STATES

Sherwin Brandford, CTP
Director, Portfolio 
Management
MUFG Union Bank
Brooklyn, NY
UNITED STATES

Kilian Brunschwig, CTP
Product Manager
HSBC
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Rafael Bueno Hernandez, CTP
Americas Head Of Treasury
Oberthur Technologies
Fairfax, VA
UNITED STATES

Brandon Bullock, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Intertape Polymer Group
Sarasota, FL
UNITED STATES

Thitichaya Buranakitpaiboon, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Woodward, Inc.
Fort Collins, CO
UNITED STATES

Melanie Burke, CTP
Treasury Analyst II
FHI360
Durham, NC
UNITED STATES

Arthur Burkham, CTP
Risk & Treasury Analyst
ON Semiconductor 
Corporation
Phoenix, AZ
UNITED STATES

Ryan Burrows, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Skywest Inc.
St George, UT
UNITED STATES

Tamara Busch, CTP
Cash Management Analyst
Gemini Rosemont Realty
Santa Fe, NM
UNITED STATES

Christopher Cannon, CTP
Credit & Security Admin 
Specialist
Nationwide Mutual Insurance 
Company
Columbus, OH
UNITED STATES

Patrick Carney, CTP
Finance Manager
Horizon Global
Troy, MI
UNITED STATES

Erin Carter, CTP
Manager of Treasury
Sun Chemical
Dayton, OH
UNITED STATES

Nicholas Carter, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Washington, DC
UNITED STATES

Mario Centola, CTP
VP / Chief Accounting Officer
Six Flags Entertainment Corp.
Grapevine, TX
UNITED STATES

Valerie Chan, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Geller and Company, Llc
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Shilyn Chang, CTP
Cash Management Specialist
Brookline Bank
Boston, MA
UNITED STATES

Jodie Chapin, CTP
Sr. Treasury Analyst
The Hanover Insurance 
Group, Inc.
Northborough, MA
UNITED STATES

Carolina Chaves Davola, CTP
FICC Sales
Banco Itau Unibanco
London 
UNITED KINGDOM

Helen Chen, CTP
Analyst
Hartree Partners
Leonia, NJ
UNITED STATES

Hsiao Han Chen, CTP
Treasury Associate
Industrial & Commercial Bank 
Of China
Elmhurst, NY
UNITED STATES

Jenny Chen, CTP
President
JChen Consulting PLLC
Oklahoma City, OK
UNITED STATES

Wai Sang Chi, CTP
Senior Analyst
National Grid
Brooklyn, NY
UNITED STATES

Alice Chong, CTP
Treasury Analyst
T-Mobile USA Inc.
Seattle, WA
UNITED STATES

Lawrence Chuang, CTP
Financial Analyst
Kairos Capital
San Jose, CA
UNITED STATES

Marcin Cichon, CTP
Treasury Consultant
Bellin
Vancouver, BC
CANADA

Ryan Citron, CTP
Treasury Analyst
PNC Bank
Fort Lauderdale, FL
UNITED STATES
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Jason Clark, CTP
Senior Operations Manager
Verus
Seattle, WA
UNITED STATES

Sharon Cone, CTP
Treasury Analyst
FMR
Manchester, NH
UNITED STATES

James Cooper, CTP
Managing Director, Foreign 
Exchange
Gelber Group, LLC.
Libertyville, IL
UNITED STATES

Hikari Coulter, CTP
Finance & Treasury Analyst
Mizkan Americas Inc
Arlington Heights, IL
UNITED STATES

Devin Crist, CTP
Manager of Treasury and 
Risk
IGS Energy
Dublin, OH
UNITED STATES

Joseph Cumbie, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Wynit Distribution
Greer, SC
UNITED STATES

Hugh Cunningham, FP&A, 
CTP
Director
OPCO
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Dania Daniel, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Inova Health System
Manassas, VA
UNITED STATES

Arthur de La Tullaye, CTP
Analyst, Treasury
Fairstone Financial Inc.
Montréal, QC
CANADA

Jacob de Vos, CTP
Treasury Director
Nielsen
Wilnis
NETHERLANDS

Paul DeCrane, CTP
Treasury Advisory Services
Ernst & Young LLP
Wilmette, IL
UNITED STATES

James D'Elisa, CTP
SVP, Global Treasury Man-
agement
Square 1 Bank
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Gregory Deveney, CTP
Manager
Chatham Financial Corp
Kennett Square, PA
UNITED STATES

Alexander DiGiacomo, CTP
Global Treasury Associate
W.L. Gore & Associates Inc.
Newark, DE
UNITED STATES

Kelly Dorsey, CTP
Business & Government 
Services Officer
Androscoggin Savings Bank Inc
Freeport, ME
UNITED STATES

Brian Dressman, CTP
Treasury Management Sales 
Consultant
Wells Fargo
San Francisco, CA
UNITED STATES

Matthew Drummond, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Univar UNITED STATES
Lemont, IL
UNITED STATES

Erik Duncan, CTP
Financial Analyst
ONE Gas, Inc.
Tulsa, OK
UNITED STATES

John Duong, CTP
Associate
EY
Rego Park, NY
UNITED STATES

Andrew Ebert, CTP
Cash Management Supervisor
Les Schwab Tire Centers
Redmond, OR
UNITED STATES

Carin Eggertson, CTP
Financial Analyst
ATCO Group
Calgary, AB
CANADA

Mike Ellis, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Gulfstream Aerospace 
Corporation
Savannah, GA
UNITED STATES

Ahmed Eloraby, CTP
Treasury & Budget Manager
TAQA Marketing
Cairo
EGYPT

Jodi Eppler, CTP
Director
Chatham Financial Corp
Kennett Square, PA
UNITED STATES

Todd Evans, CTP
Senior Director of Capital 
Markets and Finance
Fort Mill, SC
UNITED STATES

John Farrace, CTP
Managing Director
CIT Bank
Redondo Beach, CA
UNITED STATES

RJ Farrell, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Bose Corporation
Framingham, MA
UNITED STATES

Kyle Fawver, CTP
Treasury Sales Officer
Union Bank & Trust
Richmond, VA
UNITED STATES

Kyle Fergusson, CTP
Relationship Banking 
Assistant
Pacific Continental Bank
Bellevue, WA
UNITED STATES

Stephen Flores, CTP
Cash Management
Kleberg First National Bk
Corpus Christi, TX
UNITED STATES

Anthony Ford, CTP
Treasury Manager - 
The Americas
Alltech Biotechnology 
Center
Guelph, ON
CANADA

Britton Foy, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
South Carolina
Mount Pleasant, SC
UNITED STATES

Sharolyn Franklin, CTP
Department Head - Treasury 
Management Services
Aon Trust Company
Lisle, IL
UNITED STATES

Chris Gagen, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
GNC Corporation
Lower Burrell, PA
UNITED STATES

Gautam Gaind, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Gensler
Walnut Creek, CA
UNITED STATES

Kenneth Gaines, CTP
Portfolio Manager
Capital Bank
Franklin, TN
UNITED STATES

Yiran Gao, CTP
Sr Financial Analyst
Genentech Inc
Oakland, CA
UNITED STATES

Andrea Garrison, CTP
Treasury Manager
Arch Mortgage Insurance 
Company
Burlington, NC
UNITED STATES

Tojo George, CTP
Treasurer
Citco Bank Canada
Richmond Hill, ON
CANADA

Mark Gerus, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Aurora, CO
UNITED STATES

Justin Getz, CTP
Senior Investment Analyst
PA Public School Employees' 
Retirement System
Elizabethtown, PA
UNITED STATES

Tyler Godsy, FP&A, CTP
VP Business and Finance
FCS Financial
Kansas City, MO
UNITED STATES

Carlos Gomez, CTP
Treasury Analyst
WME|IMG
London
UNITED KINGDOM

Padraig Goodwin, CTP
Senior Consultant
EY
Monroe, NY
UNITED STATES

Benjamin Gorgonzola, CTP
Treasury Analyst
PNC Bank
Lancaster, PA
UNITED STATES

Ajeet Gorkhali, CTP
Director
Standard Chartered Bank
Houston, TX
UNITED STATES

Benjamin Grier, CTP
Directory of Treasury 
Services
Blue Cross Blue Shield 
of Michigan
Southfield, MI
UNITED STATES

Joshua Guay, CTP
Director of Finance
Samuel Pressure Vessel 
Group Inc
Menominee, MI
UNITED STATES

Su Guo, CTP
Accountant
Wilson Associates
Dallas, TX
UNITED STATES

Ahmed Hamdi, CTP
Treasury Accountant
Amoun Pharmaceutical 
Company S.A.E.
Giza
EGYPT

Zachary Hamilton, CTP
Treasury Manager
Denbury Resources Inc.
Plano, TX
UNITED STATES

Kevin Harwick, CTP
ALM Manager
Scottrade
Saint Louis, MO
UNITED STATES

Benjamin Hass, CTP
Sales Associate
NBH Bank
Kansas City, MO
UNITED STATES

Michael Hayes, CTP
Solution Consultant
Q2 Holdings, Inc.
Orchard Park, NY
UNITED STATES

Daryl Hershberger, CTP
Treasurer
TIAA-CREF
Charlotte, NC
UNITED STATES

Olivia Hewett, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Energy Transfer Partners 
Gp Lp
Dallas, TX
UNITED STATES

Steven Hill, CTP
Director
Scarsdale, NY
UNITED STATES

Chee Ho, CTP
Regional Treasury Manager
Goodyear Tire & Rubber 
Company, The
SINGAPORE

Michael Hoffman, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Milestone Management
Dallas, TX
UNITED STATES

Diane Holbert, CTP
Treasurer
Douglas County
Castle Rock, CO
UNITED STATES

Jim Holtgrieve, CTP
Executive Director
Ernst & Young
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES

Steven Homscheid, CTP
London
UNITED KINGOM

Carrie Horton, CTP
Sr. Treasury Analyst
ACCO Brands
Lake Zurich, IL
UNITED STATES

Karl Houdeschell, CTP
Treasury Analyst, Mergers & 
Acquisitions
NN, Inc.
Johnson City, TN
UNITED STATES

Andrea Humberd, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Dana Incorporated
Peachtree City, GA
UNITED STATES

Raphael Jansa, CTP
VP-Market Manager and 
Project Manager
Deutsche Bank
HONG KONG
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Adam Johnson, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Green Plains, Inc.
Omaha, NE
UNITED STATES

Andrew Joslin, CTP
Accounting Coordinator
Dixon Hughes Goodman LLP
Norfolk, VA
UNITED STATES

Menna Kader, CTP
Business Planning Manager
Orange
Cairo
EGYPT

Isaac Kahara, CTP
Manager - Global Treasury 
Advisory Services
Deloitte
Schaerbeek 
BELGIUM

Niman Kaleel, CTP
Principal
NorthStar Business Advisors
Jacksonville, FL
UNITED STATES

Volkan Karagöl, CTP
Gedik Investment Securities
Istanbul
TURKEY

Mohamed Kassem, CTP
Treasury Officer
El Borg for Food Industries
Alexandria
EGYPT

Brian Keith, CTP
CFO
Perkinelmer
Hollis, NH
UNITED STATES

Blake Kelminson, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Tempur-Sealy International
Lexington, KY
UNITED STATES

Elizabeth Kerby, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Tier Reit Inc
Rowlett, TX
UNITED STATES

Ryan King, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Michelin Corporation
Greer, SC
UNITED STATES

Dustin Koctar, CTP
Treasury Manager
Acadia Healthcare Company, 
Inc.
Franklin, TN
UNITED STATES

Yuji Kodama, CTP
Joint Manager
Mizuho Information & Re-
search Institute Asia Pte Ltd
SINGAPORE

Tracy Kraft, CTP
Director of Financial Services
Credigy Solutions Inc
Norcross, GA
UNITED STATES

Oksana Kravchenko, CTP
AP Coordinator
Volkswagen Group Canada
Toronto, ON
CANADA

Brian Kreitzer, CTP
Specialist
Nationwide Insurance 
Agency
Lewis Center, OH
UNITED STATES

Sean Krezenski, CTP
Horizon Global
Troy, MI
UNITED STATES

Georgi Kurejev, CTP
Head of Treasury
OY TEBOIL AB
Helsinki
FINLAND

Julien Kuwonu, CTP
Banking Specialist
Citi
Bronx, NY
UNITED STATES

Heather Laziuck, CTP
Treasury Manager
Algeco Scotsman
Cockeysville, MD
UNITED STATES

John Leemputte, CTP
Treasury Analyst
GE Transportation
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES

Ming Sum Leung, CTP
Global Transaction Banking
Bank of America Merrill 
Lynch
Fostinal City
HONG KONG

Jie Lian, CTP
Senior Manager
Cornerstone Research
Mountain View, CA
UNITED STATES

Neal Liebner, CTP
Sales Analyst II
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
Scottsdale, AZ
UNITED STATES

Joshua Lightman, CTP
AVP
Citibank Canada
Toronto, ON
CANADA

On Tai Anthony Lin, CTP
Supervising Consultant
Jardine Matheson
HONG KONG

Kseniya Lipscomb, CTP
Manager Short Term Liquidity
Motiva Enterprises LLC
Houston, TX
UNITED STATES

Maggie Louie, CTP
Sr Treasury Analyst
Dunkin' Brands, Inc.
Braintree, MA
UNITED STATES

Linda Ly, CTP
Sr. Corporate Planning & 
Strategy Analyst
Frontline Education LLC
Philadelphia, PA
UNITED STATES

Stephen Lynch, CTP
Director
S&P Global
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Xuelian Ma, CTP
MBA student 
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY
UNITED STATES

Tan Shu Fang Mabel, CTP
Treasury Manager
Global Logistic Properties 
Limited
SINGAPORE

Garrett Macdonald, CTP
Relationship Manager
three+one®
Bergen, NY
UNITED STATES

Shruti Maindola, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Meraas Holding Llc
Dubai
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Daniel Mangan, CTP
Senior Analyst- Treasury
Verizon Communications, Inc.
Congers, NY
UNITED STATES

Andrea Manning, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Invacare Corporation
Brunswick, OH
UNITED STATES

Leilani Marquez, CTP
Manager, Treasury Cash 
Management
Cambia Health Solutions, Inc
Fircrest, WA
UNITED STATES

Ercilia Martinez, CTP
Manager, Treasury Operations
Advance Publications, Inc.
Yonkers, NY
UNITED STATES

Gregory McAlvin, CTP
Senior Relationship Manager
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
Atlanta, GA
UNITED STATES

John McGarl, CTP
Controller
Lyrasis
Atlanta, GA
UNITED STATES

Kyle McNayr, CTP
Treasury Manager
Seventy Seven Energy
Oklahoma City, OK
UNITED STATES

Lindsey Meyer, CTP
Treasury & Investment 
Services Administrator
McKee Foods Corporation
Collegedale, TN
UNITED STATES

Kathleen Miller, CTP
Accountant
TRWD
Fort Worth, TX
UNITED STATES

Scott Moake, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Younique LLC
Orem, UT
UNITED STATES

Ryan Moeller, CTP
Manager
Western & Southern 
Financial Group
Cincinnati, OH
UNITED STATES

Matthew Monteiro, CTP
VP Finance & Treasurer
Farm Credit Mid-America
Louisville, KY
UNITED STATES

Jacqueline Morgan, CTP
Treasury Management 
Professional
Great Lakes Water Authority
Detroit, MI
UNITED STATES

Alex Mour, CTP
Sr. Accountant
SEPTA
Warrington, PA
UNITED STATES

Timothy Mulherin, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Alphadyne Asset 
Management
Tarrytown, NY
UNITED STATES

Firas Musmar, CTP
Finance Director
Meed Trading Company
Al Riyadh
SAUDI ARABIA

Rohan Myrie, CTP
Liquidity Treasury Manager
Santander Consumer 
UNITED STATES Inc
Dallas, TX
UNITED STATES

Basirat Naphew, CTP
FX and Cash Analyst
State Street Bank And Trust 
Company
Toronto, ON
CANADA

Muhammad Naseer, CTP
Head of Treasury Ops, 
Working Capital & Insurance
Pakistan Mobile 
Communications Limited
Islamabad
PAKISTAN

Steven Nelson, CTP
Foreign Exchange Marketer
U.S. Bank
Charlotte, NC
UNITED STATES

Zachary Netherton, CTP
Financial Analyst
Aramco Services Company
Houston, TX
UNITED STATES

Huyen Nguyen, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Cummins, Inc.
Columbus, IN
UNITED STATES

Robert Nisser, CTP
VP & Chief Finanical Officer 
Ag Services
Archer Daniels Midland
Decatur, IL
UNITED STATES

Tlotlo Nkwe, CTP
Associate, Transaction 
Banking
Standard Chartered
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Leslie O'Bannon, CTP
Treasury Analyst
United Water Inc.
Hillside, NJ
UNITED STATES

Caroline Oehm, CTP
Vice President
Lloyds Bank
Jersey City, NJ
UNITED STATES

Isioma Ojeh-Ojuolape, CTP
Scotiabank
North York, ON
CANADA

Isaac Ojo, CTP
Finance Director
Newark, NJ
UNITED STATES

Sean O'Keefe, CTP
Senior Manager - I
nvestments
United Airlines
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES

Yulia Oleynik, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
NASDAQ INC
Brooklyn, NY
UNITED STATES

Timothy Olson, CTP
Senior Client Service Advisor
BMO Harris Bank
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES
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Michael Padilla, CTP
Treasury Analyst
ORIX UNITED STATES 
Corporation
Dallas, TX
UNITED STATES

Victor Palacios, CTP
Senior Treasury Associate, 
Cash Manager
QBE Americas
Harrison, NJ
UNITED STATES

Amit Paliwal, CTP
Manager
CIBC
Oakville, ON
CANADA

Christina Palumbo, CTP
FX Trader
HP Inc
Spring, TX
UNITED STATES

David Park, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Intellectual Ventures
Bellevue, WA
UNITED STATES

Andrew Parker, CTP
Treasury Management 
Consultant
Capital One Bank, N.A.
Lemont, IL
UNITED STATES

Gaurangibahen Patel, CTP
Project Manager
Wells Fargo
Cary, NC
UNITED STATES

Samir Patodia, CTP
CEO
Samvia
San Carlos, CA
UNITED STATES

Tatiana Pedreschi, CTP
Cash Manager Administrator
Dominion Resources, Inc.
Richmond, VA
UNITED STATES

Nedra Peterson, CTP
Palatka, FL
UNITED STATES

Bradley Petraitis, CTP
Treasury Analyst
MV Transportation, Inc.
Melissa, TX
UNITED STATES

Daniel Petro, CTP
Corporate Development/
Investor Relations
Pioneer Energy Services
San Antonio, TX
UNITED STATES

Somphong Phoummathep, CTP
VP Trading and Operations
Commonwealth Foreign 
Exchange, Inc.
Antioch, CA
UNITED STATES

David Pietz, CTP
AR/Treasury Manager
Altra Industrial Motion
South Beloit, IL
UNITED STATES

James Pignataro, CTP
Lead accountant- treasury
The Hanover Insurance 
Group, Inc.
Longmeadow, MA
UNITED STATES

Gaelle Pivin, CTP
Head of Deal Management
Bellevue, WA
UNITED STATES

Maria del Rocio Ponce 
Castelan, CTP
Treasury Manager
Oakville, ON
CANADA

Erica Proctor, CTP
Cash Manager
Rosewood Management 
Corporation
Irving, TX
UNITED STATES

Ryan Quane, CTP
Senior Consultant
Deloitte & Touche LLP
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Sarita Rajewale, CTP
Analyst
Southwest Gas Corporation
Henderson, NV
UNITED STATES

Niyama Ramanan, CTP
Account Manager
PNC Bank
Raleigh, NC
UNITED STATES

Frank Rasulo, CTP
Manager
Fannie Mae
Catonsville, MD
UNITED STATES

Robert Ray, CTP
Treasury Sales Consultant
CrossFirst Bank
Kansas City, MO
UNITED STATES

Deidrel Roane, CTP
Treasury Operations 
Manager
GEICO General Insurance 
Company
North Bethesda, MD
UNITED STATES

James Robinson, CTP
Treasurer
Lhoist North America Of 
Texas Ltd
Fort Worth, TX
UNITED STATES

Michael Roper, CTP
Director
Interaudi Bank
Somers, NY
UNITED STATES

Donna Rosson, CTP
Tresury Services Sales Officer
Union Bank & Trust Company
Culpeper, VA
UNITED STATES

Joseph Ruiz, CTP
Account Executive
Rosa Associates
Brooklyn, NY
UNITED STATES

Anas Sakka Amini, CTP
Finance & Accounting 
Manager
Reda Group
Khobar
SAUDI ARABIA

Carlo Samuels, CTP
Senior Specialist Associate
Jersey City, NJ
UNITED STATES

Samuel Sanchez, CTP
Director
BNY Mellon Asset Servicing
Brooklyn, NY
UNITED STATES

John Santrizos, CTP
Senior Treasury Manager
Deckers Brands
Goleta, CA
UNITED STATES

Shailendra Sapra, CTP
Executive Director
UBS
Westfield, NJ
UNITED STATES

Julia Savchik, CTP
Treasury Services Supervisor
YMCA Of Greater New York
Union City, NJ
UNITED STATES

Fahim Sayeed, CTP
Cash Management Specialist
Bank Of Montreal
Mississauga, ON
CANADA

Dirk Schenck, CTP
Money Market Trader
OMSFIN
Cape Town
SOUTH AFRICA

Patrick Sease, CTP
Treasury Managment Officer
Adams County National 
Bank Inc.
Gettysburg, PA
UNITED STATES

Brian Seiders, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES

Elizabeth Selgrath, CTP
Manager
TPMG Inc.
Oakland, CA
UNITED STATES

Pierric Senay, CTP
Assistant Corporate Treasurer
Aetna
West Hartford, CT
UNITED STATES

Jyotika Sethi, CTP
Senior Executive
EMAAR MGF Land Limited
New Delhi
INDIA

Sheila Shaffer, CTP
Vice President
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
Charlotte, NC
UNITED STATES

Anil Shetty, CTP
APAC Head of Treasury Ops
AIG Analytics & Services 
Private Limited
Bangalore
INDIA

Tinoush Shifteh, CTP
Team Lead
Wells Fargo
South Pasadena, CA
UNITED STATES

Mohamed Shokr, CTP
Section Head
Americana Group Egypt
Giza
EGYPT

Nicole Siedlecki, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Comcast Corp.
Conshohocken, PA
UNITED STATES

Melissa Simpson, CTP
Senior GL Accountant
Aviat Networks
San Antonio, TX
UNITED STATES

Edward Sims, CTP
Treasury Sales Officer
Virginia National Bank
Charlottesville, VA
UNITED STATES

Joseph Slagle, CTP
Senior Vice President
Capital Farm Credit, ACA
Austin, TX

Lindsay Slagle, CTP
Sales Associate
Long Island City, NY
UNITED STATES

Andrew Slanina, CTP
Sr. Treasury Analyst
Bob Evans Farms, Inc.
Lewis Center, OH
UNITED STATES

Valerie Smith, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Multi Color Corporation
Cincinnati, OH
UNITED STATES

Louis Soldano, CTP
VP, TMSO
Union Bank & Trust
Roanoke, VA
UNITED STATES

Gretchen Sonego, CTP
Director, Treasury
FCA US LLC
Troy, MI
UNITED STATES

Connie Song, CTP
VP Investments
Nepsis Capital Management
Los Altos, CA
UNITED STATES

Felicia Sosa, CTP
Treasury Management 
Officer
Third Coast Bank, Ssb
Beaumont, TX
UNITED STATES

Ricardo Sotomayor, CTP
VP, Sr. Product Manager
City National Bank
Los Angeles, CA
UNITED STATES

Michael Sphon, CTP
Director of Foreign Exchange
PNC Bank
Pittsburgh, PA
UNITED STATES

Karthik Srinivas, CTP
Vice President Operations
JP Morgan Chase
Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh
INDIA

Michael Stamm, CTP
Vice President
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Natalia Staszel, CTP
Accounts Receivable Analyst
Metra
Worth, IL
UNITED STATES

William Stevenson, CTP
Liquidity & Pricing 
Management
SunTrust Bank
Atlanta, GA
UNITED STATES

Donald Strench, CTP
Vice President - Financial 
Planning & Analyisis
JSSI
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES

Jeremy Stringer, CTP
Chief Financial Officer
Citizens National Bank of 
Meridian
Bailey, MS
UNITED STATES

John Stubbs, CTP
Market Vice President
CIBC
Toronto, ON
UNITED STATES

Jonathan Sweezey, CTP
Treasury
Calgary, AB
CANADA

Mey Taing, CTP
AVP
Banc of California
Los Angeles, CA
UNITED STATES
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Allen Tan, CTP
Treasurer
General Motors Company
Troy, MI
UNITED STATES

Yi Jie Louisa Tan, CTP
AVP
Barclays
Long Island City, NY
UNITED STATES

Cory Teagno, CTP
Treasury Analyst
Franklin Electric Co., Inc.
Fort Wayne, IN
UNITED STATES

Zeeshan Tejani, CTP
Director - FP&A
Anixter International Inc.
Glenview, IL
UNITED STATES

Vadim Teselkin, CTP
Financial Analyst
Haas Automation Inc
Ventura, CA
UNITED STATES

Philippe Thenot, CTP
Assistant Controller
Neenah
Alpharetta, GA
UNITED STATES

Brad Traynor, CTP
Treasury Services 
Relationship Manager
First Fidelity Bank
Edmond, OK
UNITED STATES

Linda Tregea, CTP
Assistant Treasurer
Benco Dental Supply Co. Inc.
Pittston, PA
UNITED STATES

Marisela Trejo, CTP
Treasury Manager
Amalgamated Sugar 
Company
Boise, ID
UNITED STATES

Sonia Turk, CTP
EFT Manager
United Federal Credit Union
Granger, IN
UNITED STATES

Wilma Uribe, CTP
Account Analyst
The Doctors Company
Napa, CA
UNITED STATES

Erin Van Dreason, CTP
Implementation Coordinator
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
Fort Mill, SC
UNITED STATES

Zach Varughese, CTP
Assistant Vice President
CIT Group Inc.
Denville, NJ
UNITED STATES

Ilya Vasilenko, CTP
Consultant
Sterling, VA
UNITED STATES

Marcos Vega, CTP
VP, Treasury & Payment 
Solutions
BMO Harris Bank
Milwaukee, WI
UNITED STATES

Harleen Vohra, CTP
Financial Analyst
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
Austin, TX
UNITED STATES

Natasha Wad, CTP
Senior Treasury Analyst
Blackboard Inc.
Washington, DC
UNITED STATES

Shaolong Wang, CTP
Financial Analyst
Lending Club
Newark, CA
UNITED STATES

Jeffrey Warner, CTP
Currency Risk Manager
GPS Capital Markets, Inc.
Johns Creek, GA
UNITED STATES

Tyrone Washington, CTP
Senior Accountant
Insite Wireless Llc
Falls Church, VA
UNITED STATES

Janis Wilkey, CTP
Senior Consultant | Treasury 
Management
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
Stockton, CA
UNITED STATES

Andrew Williams, CTP
Senior Mutual Fund
Bank Of Montreal
Brampton, ON
CANADA

Walter Williams, CTP
Controller
Doyon, Limited
Anchorage, AK
UNITED STATES

Craig Wilson, CTP
CFO
BSI Designs
Aurora, CO
UNITED STATES

Kim Meng Wong, CTP
Director of Treasury
NorthStar Asset 
Management
Pembroke
BERMUDA

Mary Wright, CTP
VP Treasury Management 
Sales Manager
Horizon Bank
Merrillville, IN
UNITED STATES

Michelle Wu, CTP
Senior International Treasury 
Analyst
San Francisco, CA
UNITED STATES

Michelle Yatsuk, CTP
Treasury Manager
Vertiv
Columbus, OH
UNITED STATES

Pei Yeap, CTP
Cash Management Product 
Department
Bank Of Tokyo Mitsubishi 
Ufj, Ltd.
SINGAPORE

Cory Yontz, CTP
Corporate Cash/FX Manager
GROWMARK, Inc.
Bloomington, IL
UNITED STATES

Diana Yu, CTP
Lead Treasury Analyst
MFS Investment Manage-
ment
Boston, MA
UNITED STATES

Jiahang Yuan-Grosch, CTP
Analyst
Northrop Grumman 
Corporation
Springfield, VA
UNITED STATES

Han Zhang, CTP
Treasury Analyst
PT Bank Negara Indonesia 
(Persero) Tbk
HONG KONG

Katherine Zinicola, CTP
Audit Manager
American Express Company
New York, NY
UNITED STATES
 

Certified Treasury 
Professional Associates 
(CTPAs)
  
Brad Basic, CTPA
Student
NIU
St Charles, IL
UNITED STATES

Narayan Bhusal, CTPA
Stuttgart 
GERMANY

Joshua Campbell, CTPA
Student
Indiana University
Sheridan, IN
UNITED STATES

Riley Hale, CTPA
Business Analyst/Consultant
CGI Consulting
Edmond, OK
UNITED STATES

Yu Huang, CTPA
Student
Northern Illinois University
Hanover Park, IL
UNITED STATES

Caitlin Nelson, CTPA
Student
Crystal Lake, IL
UNITED STATES

Laci Solis, CTPA
Jonesboro, AR
UNITED STATES

Joseph Stark, CTPA
Student
Bear State Bank
Jonesboro, AR
UNITED STATES

Chenfang Su, CTPA
Student
Northern Illinois University
Dekalb, IL
UNITED STATES

Roberto Venegas, CTPA
Student
Carpentersville, IL
UNITED STATES

Allison Wangrow, CTPA
Student
Northern Illinois University
Palatine, IL
UNITED STATES
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AFP is excited to recognize the most recent 
class of Certified Corporate Financial Planning & 
Analysis Professionals.

The Certified Corporate FP&A Professional 
designation defines universal principles and 
standards of practice used in performing financial 
planning & analysis job functions. Those who 
earn the FP&A credential have demonstrated 
their understanding of those complex processes, 
tools and best practices and are recognized as 
well-positioned to provide insight to strategic 
business decisions at organizations.

Candidates of the Certified Corporate FP&A 
Credential must meet education and experience 
requirements in addition to passing two 
rigourous examinations.

The following individuals should be congratulated 
for their achievement and praised for reaching 
this level of finance professionalism.

Owais Abdulghani, FP&A
Sr. Consultant
Verizon
Basking Ridge, NJ
UNITED STATES

Priya Abraham, FP&A
Consultant
Verizon
Lake Mary, FL
UNITED STATES

Dennis Adams, FP&A
Manager - Product 
Management/Development
Verizon
Farmers Branch, TX
UNITED STATES

James Anderson, FP&A
Financial Analyst
Beusa Energy, LLC
The Woodlands, TX
UNITED STATES

Dwayne Bailey, FP&A
Finance Manager
Campari
Kingston 
JAMAICA

Allison Baird, FP&A
Analyst
Hawaiian Airlines
Honolulu, HI
UNITED STATES

Gregory Ball, FP&A
Project Director, Finance 
Outreach and Compliance
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA
UNITED STATES

Sean Bare, FP&A
Director - FP&A
American Capital, Ltd.
Oak Hill, VA
UNITED STATES

Geoffrey Barranco, FP&A
Lafargeholcim Ltd
Zürich, ZH
SWITZERLAND

John Becker, FP&A
Financial Analyst
Laboratory Corporation of 
America
Glendale, AZ
UNITED STATES

Jennifer Benton, FP&A
Senior Analyst
The Freeman Companies
Dallas, TX
UNITED STATES

Sam Borrowman, FP&A
Financial Analyst
Sizzling Platter
Magna, UT
UNITED STATES

Fawn Braden, CTP, FP&A
Treasury Services Manager
Sun Chemical Corporation
Florence, KY
UNITED STATES

Mark Brinkerhoff, CTP, FP&A
VP Finance
Ultradent Product Inc.
South Jordan, UT
UNITED STATES

John Bryan, FP&A
FP&A Supervisor
Chesapeake Corporation
Oklahoma City, OK
UNITED STATES

Manuel Cabral, FP&A
Planning & Appraisal Manager
League City, TX
UNITED STATES

Tomas Cabrera Ranaldi, FP&A
Manager
Spirit Airlines
Miramar, FL
UNITED STATES

Paul Campbell, II, CTP, FP&A
Risk Manager
Vantiv
Mason, OH
UNITED STATES

Timothy Carr, FP&A
Chief Investment Officer
Shoreline Venture Partners
Mequon, WI
UNITED STATES

Zackery Carroll, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
CBIZ, Inc.
Avon, OH
UNITED STATES

Brian Chamblin, FP&A
Sr Director, FP&A
symplr
Overland Park, KS
UNITED STATES

Yuen Ting Chan, FP&A
Senior FP&A Analyst
FedEx Corporation
Tokyo
JAPAN

Nattha Chatpolrak, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
FedEx Corporation
Bangkok 
THAILAND

Wan Cheng, FP&A
Manager, FP&A - Management 
Reporting
Lyondell Basell
Houston, TX
UNITED STATES

David Clapham, FP&A
Financial Analyst VI
CenterPoint Energy, Inc.
Houston, TX
UNITED STATES

Scott Corvey, FP&A
Manager of FP&A
Malvern, PA
UNITED STATES

Clint Cushman, FP&A
Financial Analyst
ERCOT
Taylor, TX
UNITED STATES

Marie Damiano, FP&A
Finance
Verizon Communications, Inc.
Denville, NJ
UNITED STATES

Kristine Davenport, FP&A
Director, Finance
General Dynamics
Longwood, FL
UNITED STATES

Elizabeth Davis, FP&A
Senior Treasury Analyst
Health Care Service 
Corporation
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES

Kaluarachchige De Silva, FP&A
Senior Management Accountant
ANL Container Line Pty Ltd
Lyndhurst 
AUSTRALIA

Tracy Dendel, FP&A
Sr. Financial Analyst
Omnitrax
Englewood, CO
UNITED STATES

Joseph Dirig, FP&A
Finance Manager
Allstate Insurance Co.
Northbrook, IL
UNITED STATES

Dennis Elphick, FP&A
Dominion Resources, Inc.
Richmond, VA
UNITED STATES

Daniel Enzweiler, FP&A
Sr. Finance Manager
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Carlsbad, CA
UNITED STATES

Tricia Ethier, CTP, FP&A
Sr. Treasurer
Makino Inc
Mason, OH
UNITED STATES

Joe Feldker, FP&A
Manager FP&A
Hilti, Inc.
Plano, TX
UNITED STATES

Lauren Fontanella, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
Campbell Soup Company
Camden, NJ
UNITED STATES

Victoria Frishman, FP&A
Financial Planning Analyst
Whataburger, Inc.
San Antonio, TX
UNITED STATES

Haryono Fu, FP&A
Project Accounting Manager
American Bureau of Shipping
SINGAPORE

Timothy Fulton, FP&A
Senior Manager Finance
General Dynamics Information 
Technology
Hanover, MA
UNITED STATES

Sarah Gately, FP&A
Sr. Financial Analyst
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Boston, MA
UNITED STATES

Alexander Gavurin, FP&A
Sr Financial Analyst FPA
Watsco
Miami, FL
UNITED STATES

Chris Goforth, FP&A
Sr. Analyst
Westgate Resorts, Ltd.
Ocoee, FL
UNITED STATES

Michelle Griffith, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
General Motors
Macomb, MI
UNITED STATES

Maxim Grinberg, FP&A
Lead Financial Consultant
Kaiser Permanente
Portland, OR
UNITED STATES

Ed Gubbins, FP&A
Manager, Financial Reporting 
& Analysis
Bottomline Technologies
Portsmouth, NH
UNITED STATES

Billy Haddad, FP&A
Senior Financial and Planning 
Analyst
DS Smith PLC
Annandale, VA
UNITED STATES

Christopher Haeckel, FP&A
Asurion Insurance Services, Inc.
Nashville, TN
UNITED STATES

Kevin Harris, FP&A
Financial Analyst
FedEx Corporation
Memphis, TN
UNITED STATES

Markus Haug, FP&A
FP&A Manager
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Tuebingen
GERMANY

Andrea Herberholz, FP&A
Manager, Financial Planning & 
Analytics
Farm Credit Canada
Regina, SK
CANADA

Steven Heystee, FP&A
Business Operations Analyst
Verizon Telematics
Aliso Viejo, CA
UNITED STATES

Ala Itayem, FP&A
Senior Analyst
Verizon
Orlando, FL
UNITED STATES

Anna Jankowska, FP&A
Commercial Support Senior 
Analyst CEE
Johnson & Johnson
Wokingham
UNITED KINGDOM

David Jerard, FP&A
Director Sales Planning & 
Analysis
Integer Holdings
Boulder, CO
UNITED STATES

Nevin Kambil, FP&A
Sr Finance Manager
Oracle
Redwood City, CA
UNITED STATES

Kristina Kasich, FP&A
Corp. Financial Adv./Strategic 
Finance
FedEx Corporation
Memphis, TN
UNITED STATES
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Eric Kim, CTP, FP&A
Senior Director, Corporate 
Finance
Herc Rentals
Naples, FL
UNITED STATES

Stefan Knoepfel, FP&A
Manager - Financial Planning
Hawaiian Air
Kaneohe, HI
UNITED STATES

Torry Ko, FP&A
Senior Commercial Support 
Analyst
Johnson & Johnson
SINGAPORE

Jason Koeller, CTP, FP&A
Vice President, Finance and 
Treasury
Io Data Centers, LLC
Scottsdale, AZ
UNITED STATES

George Koshy, FP&A
Chief Accounting Officer
SCI
Hayward, CA
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2017: A YEAR IN REVIEW

IN MEMORIAM

AFP remembers 
Don Hollingsworth
ANDREW DEICHLER

“Don Hollingsworth 
was a leader and 
a gentleman. As 
chairman of the 
Payments Advisory 
Group, he provided 
strategic direction for 
the group’s agenda, 
but more than that, 
he created a congenial 
and inclusive 
environment that 
encouraged members 
to contribute their 
views and participate 
in the group’s output. 
Working with him 
was a pleasure and 
a privilege.”
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Donald Lee Hollingsworth, CTP (Retired), a longtime member of AFP, passed away in September 

in Glencoe, Mo. from cancer. He was 70.

A graduate of the University of Missouri – St. Louis, Hollingsworth had a long career in treasury. 

He served as assistant treasurer and manager, banking and investor services for Ameren Corp. in 

St. Louis, Mo., before retiring. 

A member of AFP since 1992, Hollingsworth served as chairman of AFP’s Payments Advisory 

Group (PAG), now known as the Treasury Advisory Group. He was also member of AFP’s board 

of directors.

“Don Hollingsworth was a leader and a gentleman,” said Arlene Chapman, CTP (Retired), who 

worked with him as an AFP staff member supporting the PAG. “As chairman of the Payments 

Advisory Group, he provided strategic direction for the group’s agenda, but more than that, he 

created a congenial and inclusive environment that encouraged members to contribute their views 

and participate in the group’s output. Working with him was a pleasure and a privilege.”

Carole Hunt, who also served as assistant treasurer for Ameren, echoed Chapman’s sentiments 

that Hollingsworth was a true gentlemen. “You never heard him say anything negative about 

anyone,” she said. “He was very conscientious. When we were implementing different programs 

at work, while his utmost concern was for the company, he would always consider what it would 

mean to the employees in his department. He was just a joy to work with.”  

Hollingsworth was also very forward-thinking when it came to treasury. Hunt noted that when 

bitcoin and virtual currencies first began to gain attention in the business world, he was very 

interested in how they could apply to the treasury space. “He was always looking into the future to 

see what was next,” she said.

Outside of work, Hollingsworth was very active in his church, and was known for his love 

of music. “In addition to the treasury profession, he was an accomplished guitarist,” said G.M. 

Stetter, a retired treasury professional who worked with Hollingsworth both on the PAG and the 

board. “Members of the board and the Payments Advisory Group put together a little jam band, 

and actually played at one of the conferences.” 

Added Stetter: “He was a great asset to AFP and the Payments Advisory Group—he always 

came up with good ideas.”

Denise Laussade, CTP, director, office of treasury operations for Purdue University, called 

Hollingsworth a thoughtful and knowledgeable member of AFP’s board of directors. “He had 

insight to many of the issues facing our membership, and was dedicated to supporting AFP’s 

development of the profession,” she said. “More than that, though, he was a kind and gentle man, 

a musician, a husband and a father—and a good friend. He will be missed.”

Hollingsworth was husband to Donna Lee Hollingsworth (nee Wessel), father to Jeffrey (Laura) 

Hollingsworth and the late Matthew Hollingsworth. He was the grandfather of Katherine and 

Emily Hollingsworth; son of the late William and Edna Hollingsworth (nee Frerking); brother of 

Jeri (Fred) Westerhold and the late Susan (Oris) Petri.

“The person Don was in his professional life mirrored the person he was at home, humble, kind 

and caring,” said Donna Hollingsworth. “He always saw the best in people. His presence is greatly 

missed by our family.”
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THE BOTTOM LINE

Every AFP staff member has an important job to 
perform at our annual conference. For AFP 2017 
in October I had a new job that was arguably the 

most unique, arduous and stressful of my career.
Over the course of two days at AFP 2017 my job 

was to host and record 20 podcasts. I had to interview 
nearly 25 guests on 20 different topics—from U.S. 
politics to purchasing cards, forecasting KPIs to bank 
relationship management, best-selling authors and 
cable news analysts to bankers and treasury analysists. 
While thousands of attendees walked by and stared. 
Each podcast had to run at least 30 minutes. From 8 in 
the morning until 5 in the afternoon. 

Do the math; I had no extended food or bathroom 
breaks. 

I had to be on for every podcast. That meant sounding 
like an animated talk show host—because that’s what I 
was. I also had to be an active listener so I could speak 
extemporaneously and formulate questions on the spot. 

Long story, short: I survived. The podcasts are rolling 
out, and you can download them on your app of choice. 
Just search for “AFP Conversations.”

Because this was such a distinct task I spent months 
preparing and obsessing over it. I learned a lot along the 
way, and I believe anybody can apply these lessons.

First, ask for help. Even with the most challenging 
professional task of my career that had no template to 
imitate I was not alone. Two co-workers who oversee 
AFP 2017’s educational sessions, John Gibson and 
Marcia Solomon, booked the guests. And, as usual, 
fellow AFP staffer Glenn Douglas served as audio 
engineer and made everything sound great. 

Next, prepare, prepare, prepare. I wanted to leave as 
little to chance as possible. So I spent hours in August 
and September researching guests and writing entire 
scripts and questions to ask. I printed the scripts and 
emailed them to myself just in case I lost the hard copies. 
This calmed my creeping sense of dread somewhat.

I adjusted my mindset as the podcasts drew closer. 
It wasn’t exactly resigning myself to my fate like a 
prisoner on death row. But, really, there was no point 
in worrying. Rather than fret and obsess I chose to 
see the podcasts as a singular event, and that I would 
surely gain some interesting insights from guests. 

Before Day 1 I got a good night’s sleep. Crucial. I 
grabbed eight hours of rest and felt sharp when I woke. 
I also ate a light breakfast to fuel my day. At home I 
rarely allow myself eight hours of sleep and a good 
breakfast. Maybe I should start!

I switched on for guests and I was an active listener. 
It’s so easy to sleepwalk through meetings and client 
visits and still seemingly do an adequate job. Have you 
ever tried really listening? Instantly analyzing what the 
other person was saying, and simultaneously formulating 
new ideas, questions and suggestions on the fly? Not 
easy. Especially 10 times in a day. But the podcasts don’t 
sound scripted; they sound like conversations. And the 
guests appreciated the chance to talk shop.

Now you don’t have to subject yourself to 20 
podcasts in two days, but you probably will face a stiff 
challenge in your career at some point, and it may well 
be something only you can do—or something you may 
not want to do. But if you follow my five podcast prep 
rules you’ll triumph.

Marathon Man
IRA APFEL
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turn data into intelligence

connect innovative technologies 

remove days from receivables

safeguard payment flows 

optimize your working capital

navigate countries and currencies

future proof your business
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